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(ABSTRACT)
Although some success has been achieved in the design of

front-end natural language processors to data base

P
management systems, transporting the processor to various

data base management systems has proven to be elusive. A
transportable system must be modular; it must be able to

adapt to radically different data domains; and it must be

able to communicate with many different data managers.
The system developed accomplishes this by maintaining its

own knowledge base distinct from the target data base

management system, so that no communication is needed

between the natural language processor and the data

P
manager· during* the jparse. The knowledge base is ·

| developed by interviewing the system administrator about P

P
the structure and meaning of the elements in the target Q P

P data base. The natural language processor then converts
Pthe natural language query into an unambiguous
P

P

intermediate-language query, which is easily converted to P

the target query language using simple syntactic methods.
PI I
I
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l. INTRODUCTIGN

Conventional data base nmnagement system (DBMS's) have

proven useful for storing information and handling user

queries and updates. Such systems allow the computer to

accept and store information in a structured format, and

retrieve the information when requested. With all but
the zmost advanced. DBMS's however, the user' must add,

modify, and retrieve information using a formal data base

language. Such languages are unambiguous and precise,

forcing the user to query the data base in a fashion to

which he is not accustomed. .

Natural language interfaces to data bases allow users to

communicate with a data base manager in the user's most
natural and effective means of communication. Such I
systems allow the user to formulate a query in his own E
words, placing the burden of interpretation on the E
computer. Although some success has been achieved in the

e
E

development of such systems, they generally suffer from

two distinct limitations. i EI
First, most natural language interfaces are developed for I
specific domains of data, and cannot be easily E
transported to data bases that deal with different data

I
I„ I* II
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domains. Therefore, a great deal of effort. must be

expended in order to customize a natural language
interface to accommodate a new data base. This
duplication of effort makes it unreasonably difficult to
customize the natural language interface to target data

domains, even if the same data base management system is
used to manage all data bases.

Second, most natural language understanders are
integrated into a custom data manager, allowing free

communication between the natural language processor and

the data manager, but making it very difficult to

transport the natural language system to a new data
manager. This means that a natural language front—end

must be customized for each individual data base

management system. This is a costly solution, since the

effort required to design and develop a natural language

processor can greatly exceed the effort required to I

design and develop the data base management system
~itself.This

thesis addresses these problems by designing a
Anaturallanguage interface which is both domain- and
data-manager independent. This poses many technical and

theoretical problems, given the complexity and ambiguity

of natural language. Researchers are just beginning to
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3addressthese problems. Hence, no approach to

transportable natural language interfaces has received a

wide degree of acceptance.

In the work reported here, transportability is

accomplished by developing an architecture which

modularizes the natural language processor and restricts

communication between the natural language processor and

the data, manager· to well-defined, easily customizable

communication channels. Since this style of
transportable natural language processor has limited

access to the data manager and no access at all to the

actual data, it must maintain its own knowledge base.

Such a knowledge base must contain information about the

structure and. meaning· of the target data bases. The

natural language processor must use this knowledge base

in order to reason intelligently about the meaning of a

query, and transform the query into a formal data base

query. All ambiguity must be resolved, and the formal
U

query must be organized in the same way as the data is

structured in the target data base(s).
l

The knowledge base must be small compared to the overall
size of the data base. This is important, since the

additional space and effort required to establish and



;
maintain a substantial knowledge base can easily approach

the space and effort required to store and maintain the

data bases themselves. Because it must be transportable,

the knowledge base must also be able to accept and store

information about new data domains. This is very

difficult, because a substantial amount of background

information is needed in order to resolve context-related

ambiguity.

This thesis examines the theory and methodology of an
architecture for' a transportable front-end natural

language processor and discusses its capabilities and

limitations. Chapter 2 discusses the various

architectures used with existing systems, and how these
architectures help or inhibit their transportability.

Chapter 3 introduces the proposed architecture. Chapter

4 discusses the information requirements cxf the natural
language processor's own knowledge base. Chapter 5
introduces the interface expert, which gathers the ·

information needed by the knowledge base in order to

recognize a new data domain. .

Since the natural language processor must be

transportable across data base managers, it does not know

the syntax of the targeted data base query language in

advance. Therefore, an intermediate query language is

ä
l
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developed which can be transformed into most common data

base query languages using simple syntactic methods. The

requirements for the intermediate language are defined in
chapter 6. The parser used to parse the sample natural
language queries into the intermediate query language is
defined in chapter 7. Proposed extensions are outlined

in chapter 8.

I
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2. BACKGROUND

Natural language interfaces to data bases arose out of

early research in automatic language translation. The

first natural language understanders used their own

internal knowledge base to store data, instead of using

an external data base management system. When data base

management systems became widespread in the 1960's,

interest grew in providing a natural language interface

to these systems. But the problems of natural language

understanding were difficult, and the theory required to
construct useful natural language interfaces to data

bases did not exist. _ ~

In the l970's, progress in interpreting natural language

made it possible to develop reasonable natural language

interfaces. Interfaces such as SHRDLU [Winograd72] and

LADDER [Hendrix77] successfully interpreted a wide range

of syntactic structures (see section 2.1 below). But i

researchers found it particularly difficult to transport

these interfaces to other data domains without 6

sacrificing much of the understanding. This is because
6

much of the background information is domain-specific, 6

and is not applicable to other data domains. Therefore, ,
natural language interfaces were limited to a single data

manager with very specific, well—defined data domains. )6 HH
Y rc
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Today, researchers are beginning to develop theories of

making natural language interfaces transportable to

different data domains and even to different data base
management systems. Systems such as TEAM [Grosz87], IRUS

[Bates83], ASK [Thompson85], and. Ginsparg's system

[Ginsparg83] have shown limited transportability. (See

section 2.3 below.)

The theory of data base management has advanced over this

period as well. Deductive data base management systems

have been developed. These systems employ sophisticated q
knowledge representation techniques in order to

manipulate data as knowledge, rather than as information.

Most use an associative network style of linking one

element of information to another, rather than the more
conventional file-field method of relating information.

Such knowledge-based systems will greatly aid in the E
development of natural language systems, because the Q
architecture of an associative network more closely C

matches the structures which can be produced by parsing E
natural language. Also, background information can be

U
:

added to an associative network structure. However, such
systems are still a topic of research, and not yet in

widespread use. We will therefore ignore the

capabilities of deductive data bases, and concentrate
II
IIr I
II
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instead on the problems and strategies of developing an

interface to the more standard data base management

systems in use today.

g;lL NON—TRANSPORTABLE NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACES

The earliest natural language interfaces were applied to

a single domain, such as the "blocks world" of SHRDLU

[Winograd72]. In SHRDLU, the natural language interface

understands queries and commands dealing with a robot arm
and a set of blocks of different shapes, colors, sizes,

and positions in relation to each other and to the table

top. SHRDLU can "remember" where each block is placed,

and understand and act upon complex commands such as,

"Place the large green block on the square block." It

can also handle anaphora resolution, such as "Now place
it on the table." SHRDLU has no need to interface to a

formal data manager, since the small amount of
V information about blocks world can fit into SHRDLU's own

l
I. I I I

i

knowledge base. The architecture for SHRDLU is outlined I

l in Figure l. ·

The parser accepts the English-language query and parses
the query into first—order logic *with. the 'help of

background knowledge and facts in the knowledge base. If

I III I
I
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the result of the parse dictates a change in the

knowledge state, then that change is noted in the

knowledge Ibase. ZFinally, a response is generated in

first·order logic and. passed to the generator, which

generates an English—language response.

Despite its success within the domain of blocks world,

SHRDLU is not easily transportable to different data

domains which have no relevance to blocks world. Its

static background knowledge and method of knowledge
“ representation make it very difficult to adapt the

SHRDLU system to other domains. Other systems developed

at the time used similar domain-dependent architectures.

One such system is LADDER [Hendrix77,Hendrix8lb], which

deals with the domain of ship information and other

selected topics. Another is LUNAR [Woods78], which deals

with the chemical analyses of the Apollo ll moon rocks.

gAgA_ NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACES TRANSPORTABLE

ACROSSDATADOMAINS

Several natural language systems which are portable
U

across data domains have been developed. A prototype for

such a system, called Transportable English Datamanager

(TED) was implemented at SRI International (Hendrix8la].

TED differs from SHRDLU in that a formal data base
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structure is used. TED incorporates an "automated

interface expert" to interview the user about the

structure and meaning of an individual data base. It

then maps the representation of a parsed query onto the

given data base structure. The DBMS forms an integral

part of the TED system, allowing the data acquisition and

retrieval process to be integrated with the parsing

process. TED's architecture is outlined in Figure 2.

A system administrator must first supply information

about the target data base to TED's automated interface

expert. The expert then stores these facts in TED's

specialized data base management system. The parser can

then accept information from the user, similar to the

method used by most commercial data base management

systems. (Note that TED accepts natural language

queries, but not. natural language adds or updates to

information in the data base.) The parser accepts, x
natural language queries from the user and converts these

queries into formal queries which match the structure of

the target data base. The built—in data manager then
l

retrieves the specified information and displays the

information to the user.

TED's architecture deals with the problem of data domain

ä
„
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dependency, because it accepts background information

from the system administrator, rather than having such

information pre-programmed into the parser/interpreter.

Although TED can interpret an acceptable subset of

natural language, it does not have the richness of

understanding that LADDER, has, because all contextual

information must be supplied to it by the system

administrator. However, the effort saved in transporting

the system to aa new data domain more than offsets the

limits in its syntactic and semantic coverage.

Despite transportability across data domains, the TED

architecture inhibits the transportability of the system

to other DBMS's. The purpose of the TED prototype is to

develop a system which is transportable across different

domains of data (data base definitions), rather than

across different data management systems.

I
As a prototype, the TED system accomplishes its goals. E
The user defines a new data base file structure, then TED U

E
interviews the user about the structure and semantics of
the new file. The system can then accept queries in

i
ä

English about the new file, and return proper answers. E

Because TED is a prototype, it is designed with

onlylimitedsyntactic coverage. For instance, the only verbs
f

understood by TED are forms of BE and HAVE. The E
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designers of TED contend that certain extensions can be

made to the system, such as expanding the syntactic

coverage of the parser and adding a frame structure to

interpret forms of other verbs, in order bring TED's

coverage to a commercially acceptable level.

gpgp EQLLX TRANSPGRTABLE NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACES

Recently, natural language interfaces have been developed

which offer both data domain independence and data-

manager independence. Two strategies have been used to

attain this transportability. The first, used in systems

such as IRUS [Bates86] and Datalog [Hafner85], attempts

to separate the semantic processing routines into

modules, some of which are applicable to any data domain,

and some of which are specific to a given domain. When

transporting the natural language understander to a new

domain, many of these semantic modules can be reused.

This strategy assumes that transportability to a
l

different data domain is to be handled as a special case, _

rather than as the norm.

The second strategy, used by systems like TED, ASK

[Thompson85], and 'TEAM [Grosz87], allows the domain-

specific information to be gathered by an "interface
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expert", then stored as information in a knowledge base.

No reprogramming is required. Whichever method is used,

for full transportability the result of the parse must be

an intermediate query language which can be converted to

many common data base query languages using only

syntactic methods. This is because the syntax of the

target query language is not known in advance.

As an example of the first strategy above, we will now

look at the architecture of Datalog. Its structure is

shown in Figure 3. The user submits queries to Datalog's

parser, which is based on a cascaded augmented transition

'network (ATN) parser. The ATN uses syntactic modules,

semantic modules which can be used in any domain, and

semantic modules to be used in a specific domain.

Likewise, the lexicon is separated into lexical terms

which can be used in any domain, and lexical terms which

i
are to be used in a specific domain. The parser then

‘ produces an intermediate query language, which can. be
l

i

converted to the DBMS query language using a simple

i
syntactic mapping.

V

In order to transport Datalog to a new domain, additional

domain-specific semantic modules must be written, and the

domain-specific lexicon, must be extended„ Therefore,

l
r
i
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Figure 3: Architecture of Datalcg
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I
although it is much easier to transport Datalog to a new

domain than earlier systems, it still requires additional

programming.

As an example of the alternative strategy, we will now

look at the architecture of TEAM. Its structure is shown

in Figure 4. Like TED, TEAM uses an automated interface

expert to interview the system administrator about the

structure and meaning of the target data bases. But

instead of storing‘ this information in a custom data
V manager, TEAM builds its own knowledge base. The

knowledge base consists of three parts. The first part

is a conceptual schema, which contains information about

the objects referred to in the data bases and their

properties and interrelationships. The second part is a

data base schema, which maps these objects and

relationships into the target data base structures. The

third part is a lexicon, which maps these objects and

relationships into the words and phrases used to refer toV
them.

I Once the knowledge base is defined for the target data
V

base, a user can query the data base using the words and

phrases defined for ‘TEAM Iby the system administratorn

The parser, referencing the knowledge base, translates

the English—language query into an intermediate-language

I

_ ____________________________________,_,.,.,.,..............------—J
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query called a SODA query [Moore79]. The SODA query

differs from the natural-language query in that it is a

well—defined„ unambiguous representation of the query.

Any data base management system can then convert the SODA

query into its own query language using a simple
syntactic mapping.

TEAM suffers from the same lack of understanding as TED
does, because it also must rely on the system
administrato:· to supply· all domain-specific contextual

information. Existing transportable systems provide a
meaningful interface, but are only the first steps toward
successful and useful transportable natural language

interfaces.
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3. AN ARCHITECTURE FOR TRANSPORTABILITY

The approach taken in this thesis is structured in much

the same way as the approach taken in TEAM. Since this

approach was developed independent of the work on TEAM

(the main results of the TEAM project were published in

May, 1987), it. is interesting to note the common
architecture and philosophy.. The architecture proposed

is shown in Figure 5.

Like TEAM and TED, this architecture incorporates an

interface expert to acquire information about the

structure and meaning of the target data base. This

information is stored in a separate knowledge base. The

parser uses this knowledge base to parse English-language

queries into an intermediate-language query The

intermediate-language query is an unambiguous

representation of the query in the structure of the

target data base(s) which can be converted into the

target DBMS's query language using aa simple syntactic
i

mapping.

The major difference between the architecture of the

proposed system and TEAM is that TEAM parses the natural
language query into a parse tree, then into logical forms

(an extension of first-order logic). TEAM then uses a

20
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schema translator to convert the logical forms into SODA

queries. The proposed system uses a semantic parser to
convert queries directly into intermediate query language
commands.

Since the proposed architecture is similar to TEAM's, it
suffers from some of the same difficult problems. The

following sections detail these problems, the reason why
these problems are difficult, and what can be done to
solve them.

gggg ISSUES gg ggg DESIGN gg A FRONT—END SYSTEM

Data base management systems can accept information in a

predefined format, update information, and retrieve
information in response to very narrowly defined queries.

Advanced DBMS's can also perfoxm rudimentary, generally

unsophisticated operations on the data which are stored

in the data base. These operations usually summarize or
apply mathematical operations to data, rather than make

}
new inferences from existing data. The data base query
language which is used to add, update, or retrieve

”

information must be a tightly structured, restricted, and

unambiguous subset of the English language. There are at

least three good reasons for this.

ä
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First, natural language is often ambiguous. In order for

the computer to resolve ambiguity, it must be able to use

common-sense reasoning within E1 given domain. Current
DBMS's simply do not have this capability. Despite

intense research, surprisingly little progress has been

made in this area, which is taken so much for granted in

human reasoning.

Second, if the user wants to retrieve information in a
way which is not exactly the way it is organized in the

data base, he must specify the exact operations required

to extract that information. A typical data management

system would not know how to organize a formal query

based on the question, "Where is the enemy most likely to

attack?", even if it has all of the pertinent

information, unless the query is broken down into simpler

queries which match the structure in which the

information is stored.

Finally, a narrow and precise subset of English is much
I

easier to translate into operations that the data base

manager can comprehend. A narrow and unambiguous subset
U

of the language avoids problems such as having to

recognize many different ways of asking the same question

and having to determine the deep meaning of what is being

communicated (semantics), given the structure of what is

_ ________________________._...............................................----—
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being said (syntax). Also, if the system cannot perform

a certain operation, the language is restricted so that

it is impossible to ask that the operation be done. In

this way, the system never receives a request which it

cannot at least attempt to fulfill.

Deductive data base umnagement systems employ advanced

knowledge representation and deductive reasoning

techniques. However, such systems are only E1 research
area, and no deductive DBMS has gained a measure of wide

commercial use. Since the object of this paper is to

provide a natural language interface to existing DBMS°s,

the capabilities of deductive data managers are not
considered.

Despite the problems which arise as a result of accepting
English language queries to data bases, progress has been :
made. But the user of such a system may be disappointed

by the system's inability to answer complex questions, to
i

I

understand the meaning of what is being said, or to draw

new inferences from existing facts. Also, ii: is very i

difficult to apply these systems to a new data domain. :

C
In designing a natural language front—end to a DBMS, the

above limitations inherent in DBMS's causes corresponding I
I

{

I {
r{ n•
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problems in a natural language understanding system. In

the development of a natural language interface to a

DBMS, the following limitations should be recognized.

First, the language that is accepted by the system must
be a subset of the English language. The trait which

sets natural language systems apart from more formal

query languages lies in their ability to accept queries

in many of the ways in which a user would formulate

questions. This means that a natural language system

must deal with the problems of ambiguity, semantics, and
pragmatics.

Next, the system must be able to map the semantic
interpretation of a query onto the strict format and

restricted operations found in the DBMS query language.

This places heavy burdens on the natural language
processor, as the operations found in existing DBMS's are
woefully inadequate to handle a query which is not

logically organized in the same way as the data base.
The system must reformulate a request for a complex

operation into a series of simpler operations that the 2

DBMS can perform. Existing natural language processing

systems do a poor job in these areas, compared to the

ability of humans to accomplish the same task. In
addition, complex mappings are very difficult to define
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with any measure of general applicability in
transportable systems.

Also, since a typical DBMS cannot draw new inferences

from existing information, certain queries cannot be

answered even if sufficient information is available and

the query is understood. This problem could be dealt

with by providing an inference system between the natural

language processor and the DBMS. However, existing

inference systems must rely on highly domain-specific

information, defeating the ultimate goal of

transportability. A compromise solution is to recognize

certain types of simple inferences as a set of operations

that the DBMS can perform, and formulate the series of

operations required. The lack of aa general inference

system proves to be a tremendous drawback in the design
of a transportable natural language processor. Perhaps

advances in knowledge representation theory will reveal

an better answer in the future. For a broader discussion
U

of these problems, see[Hendrixßlb].The

architecture presented in this thesis addresses some

of these hard problems. The system first

collectsinformationabout the structure and meaning of its target

data bases, and places this information into the

l
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{

knowledge base. The semantic parser can then reason

about the target domain. This allows the user to phrase

queries in a way in which he is accustomed. The parser

draws on the information in the knowledge base in order

to resolve ambiguity· and reorganize the query into a

structure which matches the structure of the target data

base. Therefore, the user need not phrase the question

ixx a, particular fashion in order to properly extract

information from the data base.

ggg; ISSUES LN TH; DESIGN gg A TRANSPORTABLE SYSTEM

A large variety of DBMS°s exist today, most of which do

not offer a natural language interface. Ideally, a

natural language front-end should be able to interface to

any of these systems with a minimum of effort. However, ‘

no natural language interface can completely divorce

itself from the details of a particular data base design E
or subject area. For instance, ambiguity cannot be · E
resolved. without recognizing the context in, which the

query*‘was asked. For instance, the ambiguity in the .

query "Who strikes most often?" cannot be resolvedunlessone

knows what type of information the particular data E
base Ideals with„ whether· it be labor unions, bowling IIIII

I
IIIIIIII
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leagues, baseball players, bombing squadrons, or

terrorist organizations.

A natural language interface is also bound by the types

of operations that the target DBMS can perform. This

would restrict the types of queries that could be

successfully' processed„ For instance, the query "How

many departments have more than 100 employees?" requires

the DBMS not only to retrieve the records of qualifying

departments, but also to total the number of department

entries which qualify. If no function exists which

returns the total number of qualifying records, then this

query could not be answered directly. In many cases, a

simple post-processor can be implemented to provide

common "missing" operations.

Although it is impossible to separate the natural {
language processor from the target data base completely, {

this is not grounds for abandoning the idea of {

transportabi1ity‘ altogether. The key is to first
{

identify the knowledge requirements in order to map an {

English sentence onto any target data base. These
{

{

requirements can then be formalized in the design of a {
knowledge base. A target query language must then be {

defined which can be transformed into many common DBMS {
query languages using only syntactic methods. Pinally, {

E{
I{{ 2
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strategies must be formulated to map the natural language

query into the target query language referencing the

information gathered in the knowledge base. Although

these strategies would not by themselves be sufficient to

process a wide variety of English queries, they form a
nucleus around ‘which 21 more sophisticated natural

language processor can be built. When transporting the

processor to another data base, this nucleus remains

unchanged, reducing the effort required.

When discussing portability, two issues must be

considered. First, the system must be portable across

different data domains. This means that a portable

system must operate on any type of data which can be

placed into the target DBMS. For instance, a portable

natural language processing system that interfaces with a

data base of ship information must be easily

transportable to another data base consisting of, say,

personnel information. The second aspect of portability
A

is transportability to different DBMS's. This introduces
the added difficulty of not knowing in advance what the

i

syntax of the target query language looks is, and what

operation it is capable of.
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This thesis does not try to solve all of the above

problems, because many of them are a direct result of the

limitations of current DBMS's. When DBMS's can perform

complex operations on data and draw new inferences from

existing information, these problems will be much easier

to SOlV€• The SCZLQDCQS of Ilätllfäl läflgllagé pI‘OCESSiI‘1g

and knowledge representation must work together in order

to develop a system which has such capabilities. The

purpose of this theis is to propose a methodology for

transporting a natural language processing capability to

existing DBMS's, so we are bound by existing DBMS

limitations.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
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4. THE KNOWLEDGE BASE

4.1. KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS

In order for a natural language front-end to be

transportable, a knowledge base must be maintained within

the natural language processor. This knowledge base must

be small in comparison to the actual data bases, but it

must contain all of the information required to

successfully parse a query relating to the target data

bases. Strategies can then be developed which use the

information stored in the knowledge base.

Herein lies the most difficult problem in the design of

natural language systems: What knowledge is required in

order to intelligently map a natural language query into

a formal request for information from a data base? As a

minimum, the knowledge base must contain the following

information:

1. The data definitions must be specified,
including the data file names, field names, and
field types. .

Without a description of how the data is organized in the

data base, it would be impossible for the natural

language processor to organize its output so that it is

directly translatable into a data base query. This is

3l
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because the data could be organized in various ways. For

instance, consider the query, "How many employees are in

the accounting department?". To solve this query, the

DBMS may have to look in a file of department

information, locate the record associated with the

accounting department , then return the value in a

NUMBER—OF-EMPLOYEES field of that record. Alternatively,

the DBMS may have to look in a file of employees, then

count the number of records that have a value of
' "ACCOUNTING" in a DEPAR'I'MENT·NAME field.

2. Corresponding synonyms and verbs for files and
fields, and corresponding adjectives and units
of measure for numeric fields must be
specified.

Corresponding‘ synonyms are IEnglish-language equivalents

for file and field names. Corresponding verbs describe é
an action which defines the action implied by a

Q particular file or field in the data base. For instance, i
° WORK may be a corresponding verb for a data baseofi

employees, because by definition, all employees work. i
corresponding adjectives and units of measure define

i
ä

attributes of a numeric field. For instance, afieldwhich
contains the age of an employee is defined by

acorresponding‘adjective OLD. The unit of measure is

YEAR. Once this information is gathered and placed into E
Q Q

I Q
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the knowledge base, strategies can be developed to map
English—language phrases into corresponding data base

files and fields.

3. Key—value fields must be identified for each
data file.

Key values are typically used as retrieval values. For

instance, any query which starts "Which ships..."

indicates that the user is asking for the key values of a

ship file, whether it be ship name, identification
number, or other unique identifier.

4. The links between data base files must be
specified.

The way data base files relate to one another is useful

in understanding a query which requires information from I
I more than one data base file. For example, let's assume

I that two data base files exist. The first contains - I

individual ship information such as class, age, cargo, I
etc. The second lists ship classes and attributes common _ II
to each class of ship, such as speed, size, etc. Because

I
both files possess a field, which, has a common domain I
(ship class), the two files can be JOINed [Date8l], I
resulting in a single data base file with each ship I

I LI I

I I
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inheriting the attributes of its class. If a query then

asks, "What is the speed of the CVN—72," the system can

respond by recognizing that the CVN-72 is of a certain

class (aircraft carrier), and, retrieving the speed of

aircraft carriers in the ship class data base file.

5. The identity and contents of each field which
modifies the data base file must be known.

A modifying field is a field whose contents serve to

describe, define, or classify the object of the data base

file. For instance, in a file of ships, SHIPTYPE is a
modifying field, because the contents of this field

serves to classify a particular ship. On the other hand,

PROPELLER-TYPE is not a modifying field, since it

classifies a part on the ship (the propeller), rather

than the ship itself. If modifying information is stored

in the knowledge base, then given the query, "How many

aircraft carriers are in the Med?," the parser can

recognize that "aircraft carrier" is a type of ship, and
U

qualify the formal query accordingly. Similarly, it can

recognize that in one context, "Nimitz" is a person, and
i

in another context, "(the) Nimitz" is a ship.

The above information is supplied to the natural language

processor either by the interface expert interviewing the
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system administrator or by monitoring data base adds and

updates as they occur. Information falling under the

first fou1· headings above is :fairly‘ static, as it

generally only changes when the data definitions change.

Therefore, this information can be supplied by the system

administrator via the interface expert. But information

under the fifth heading may be quite volatile, since it

may change any time a change is made to data in modifying
fields in a data base. Therefore, the natural language

processor should monitor adds and updates made to the

data base to note any changes made to these fields, and

change its own knowledge base accordingly.

Further customization to the target data base can reduce

unsolved ambiguities and other inadequacies left by

failures in strategies which can be formalized using the

above types of information. It may also be necessary to

I add highly specialized contextual information, which only
I

applies to a particular data base, in order to increase
I

I
the scope of what is recognized by the parser to an

I acceptable level. Finally, if the target DBMS is capable
l

of atypical operations, such as mathematical computations

or deductive processes, customization can enable these

operations to be used. The customization process is

I intended to be a minor task, but may be extensive in

I
I II

„
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certain cases. The intent of developing a transportable

front-end. processor is to provide a substantive core

around which a more sophisticated customized processor

may be built. Of course, the system should be capable of

handling* many straight-forward, queries ‘without any

customization.

4;;; Qggyg A SEMANTIC NETWORK

The example knowledge base utilizes a semantic network to

store the information required in part 4.1. A semantic

network is not the only way to represent this

information-- indeed any number of knowledge

representation schemes are acceptable. However, there

are advantages of using a semantic network.

First, a semantic network stores information in aa
structure which is convenient to use when attempting to {

resolve ambiguity. For instance, in determining whether I {

"Nimitz" is a person or a ship, the ambiguity can

beresolvedsimply by determining which of the structures , {

shown in Figure 6 are present in the semantic network. {I
If both structures exist in the network, then the system {

is at least able to narrow the meaning of "Nimitz" to {
either a person or a ship. Then the system can take {

I
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steps to determine which of the two the reader is

referring to, either by looking at the name in context or

by asking the user directly.

Second, a semantic network allows for fairly simple

customization of the knowledge base, through expanding

the network to include additional information about each

field, and how certain words and phrases are to be

interpreted. This information can be added to the

network without changing the original design of the

natural language processor. Since some customization

will typically be necessary, this is a desirable feature.

Finally, a semantic network is compatible with the

integration of an inference engine, which has the ability

to infer new facts based on existing information. In

this way common sense rules can be added to the network,

and the natural language processor can use these rules to

parse the query correctly.

The structure of the semantic network which represents

the example knowledge base is defined in appendix A. .

V

I l
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5. THE INTERFACE EXPERT

QLAL MAPPING NATURAL LANGUAGE QNQQ A QAQA ;A;; STRUCTURE

Now that knowledge base requirements are defined, a

method must be developed to easily add the domain-

specific knowledge into the knowledge base. A common

method (TED, TEAM) is to use an "interface expert". The

interface expert is a program which queries the

administrator of the data base management system about

the target data bases. This interviewing process occurs

only once, at the time when a new data base is introduced

to the system. The information acquired is stored in the

natural language processorls own knowledge base.

Afterwards, a user can query the data base, and the

natural language system will refer to the description of

the data collected by the interface expert.

The approach proposed in this thesis requires the

interface expert to acquire a mapping from English words i
(lexical terms) to the data base files, fields, and E
values. In order for the parser to use this mapping, it . {
must be broken down into various parts of speech and

trigidly defined. The remainder of this chapter is an
attempt to define such a mapping.

A data base field is typically one of three types:
I39 E



40 E, IInumeric, alphanumeric, or boolean. Each of these types
indicates different kinds of values. Numeric fields
usually indicate amount, scale, or degree. Boolean

fields usually indicate whether or not an entity has a
certain property. Alphanumeric fields, although not well
defined for our purposes, frequently indicate a
classification of an item. These traits imply that
numeric fields map well into adjectives, comparatives,
and. superlatives (old, heavy, higher, best). Boolean
fields map well into verb phrases and adjectives (have
missiles, (is} male, {is} injured) and modifiers (docked,
married). Alphanumeric fields map well into nouns (ship

class, employee name). These are broad categories,

however, and more formalization is needed in order to
make use of these intuitive patterns. Let's look at each

part of speech individually.
I
I
I

äygy MODIFIERS . E
I

In noun-noun or adjective-noun phrases, the first noun(s) E
or adjective(s) usually (though not always) modifies the

I
E

last noun. Similarly, certain fields in a database serve E
to modify the subject of the file which contains that Ifield. As indicated above, if the modifier is noun—noun, {
then the corresponding data base field is usually [

I
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alphanumeric. If the modifier is adjective—noun, then

the corresponding data base field is usually boolean or

numeric. This brings us to the first three mapping

techniques.

Strategy 1: If a noun-noun phrase is
encountered, the phrase can be parsed if the
last noun can be mapped to a synonym N of a
data base file, and any preceding nouns can be
mapped to alphanumeric fields that serve to
modify N. An alphanumeric field modifies N if
A is a synonym of the field, A(i) is a data
element of the field, and the phrase "A(i) N"
makes semantic sense.

Synonyms are defined in the usual way, except that a

phrase is a synonym of itself. Synonyms for EMPLOYEES

may include EMPLOYEES, PERSONNEL, and WORKERS.

Examples of alphanumeric fields which serve as modifiers:

Field name SHIPCLASS modifies the SHIP file:
NELSON is an element of the field SHIPCLASS, and
NELSON SHIP makes semantic sense.

Field name SEX modifies the EMPLOYEE file:
MALE is an element of the field SEX, and
MALE EMPLOYEE makes semantic sense.

Field name DOCKED-AT does not modify the SHIP file: .
PARIS is an element of the field DOCKED-AT, but
PARIS SHIP does not make semantic sense.

Strategy _g: If a adjective·noun phrase is
encountered, the phrase can be parsed if the
noun can be mapped to a synonym N of a data
base file, and the adjectives can be mapped to
boolean fields that serve to modify N. A
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boolean field modifies N if B is a synonym of
the field, and the phrase "B N" makes semantic
sense.

Examples of boolean fields which serve as modifiers:

Field name MARRIED modifies the EMPLOYEE file:
MARRIED EMPLOYEE makes semantic sense.

Field name DOCKED modifies the SHIP file:
DOCKED SHIP makes semantic sense.

Field name HAS-WARHEADS modifies the SHIP file:
ARMED is a synonym of HAS-WARHEADS, and
ARMED SHIP makes semantic sense

Strategy _;: If a adjective-noun phrase is
encountered, the phrase can be parsed if the
noun can be mapped to a synonym N of a data
base file, and the adjectives can be mapped to
numeric fields that serve to modify N. A. ·
numeric field modifies N if C is a.
corresponding adjective of the field, C(est) is
the superlative form of C, and the phrase
"C(est) N" makes semantic sense.

Corresponding adjectives serve to desoribe to what degree

a numeric field's elements possess the trait of that II
field. For instance, corresponding adjectives of the I. I
field named AGE include OLD, AGED, and YOUNG. OLD and II
AGED are maximizing adjectives, whereas YOUNG is a I
minimizing adjective. Maximizing and minimizing

I
I
I

adjectives are antonyms. II
Examples of numeric fields which can be used as

Imodifiers: III
I
I
I
I

II
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Field name AGE modifies the EMPLOYEE file:
OLD is a corresponding adjective of AGE, and
OLDEST EMPLOYEE makes semantic sense

Field name QUALITY modifies the RESTAURANT file:
GOOD is a corresponding adjective of QUALITY, and
BEST RESTAURANT makes semantic sense

Field name SIBLINGS does not modify the STUDENT file:
There is no corresponding adjective of SIBLINGS.

Note that the field name RUNWAY-LENGTH would not modify

an..AIRPORT file, because, if LONG is a corresponding

adjective of RUNWAY-LENGTH, then LONGEST AIRPORT would

not make the intended semantic sense.

Note also that the superlative form of the adjective must

be used in adjective—noun phrases, otherwise the query

would be vague (old employees, long ships, heavy cargo).

5.3. ADJECTIVES

Numeric fields map well to adjectives. This brings us to
the next technique.

Strategy 4: If C is a corresponding adjective
for a file, and N is a synonym of the file _
name, then "HOW C be N" makes semantic sense.

For the corresponding adjectives found above, this means

that the phrases:
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HOW OLD ARE {the} EMPLOYEES?
HOW GOOD IS {the} RESTAURANT?

will make semantic sense. The next technique is similar:

Strategy Q: If C is a corresponding adjective
for a file, and K is an alphanumeric key-value
field of that file, and K(i) is a data element
of the field K, then "HOW C be K(i)" makes
semantic sense. K is a key-value field if it
uniquely qualifies the subject of the file.

From the above examples, EMPLOYEE—NAME might be the key-
value field for the employee file, and RESTAURANT—NAME

might be the key-value field for the restaurant file.

Therefore, the phrases:

HOW OLD IS JIM SMITH?
HOW GOOD IS THE FOUR SEASONS?

will make sense, assuming that "Jim Smith" is found in

the field EMPLOYEE-NAME, and "Four Seasons" is found in

the field RESTAURANT-NAME.

5.4. INTRANSITIVE VERBS

Intransitive verbs appear in queries with no direct j
object. The subject of the data base file (denoted by

the key field) is typically the agent of the act
described by an intransitive verb.
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Strategy gz If V is a corresponding verb for
the subject S of a data file, then V can be
used as the verb in a query in which the
subject is S and no direct object exists.

Note that nearly all data files have the corresponding
verb EXIST, because subjects of data files are real.

Corresponding verbs for data files must be intransitive.
In addition, they must make the intended semantic sense
when used in the following sentence:

BY DEFINITION, ALL <subject>S <corresponding-verb>.

Where <subject> is the subject of the data base file.
The meaning of "by definition" is more intuitive than

formal. Essentiallyy it means "because <subject>s

<verb>, they are included in this data file." For

instance, in a file of employees, a corresponding verb
would be WORK, because, by definition, all employees

I
Iwork. "By* definition" means "because employees work, I

I
they are included in the employee data file." Therefore, . I

I
the following queries are acceptable:

I
I

How many employees work in the auditing department? U
I

Does John Smith work in the tax department? ·

Note that all employees also earn, write, and drive. I
I

However, these verbs are transitive-- employees earn :
money, write papers, and drive vehicles-— and therefore I

I

IIII I_ _ _
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are not appropriate for corresponding verbs for an

employee file.

Since no semantic meaning is taken from the verbs

themselves, some verbs may be inappropriate as

corresponding verbs for data bases. For instance, all

employees perspire. However, perspiring has nothing to

do with being an employee, so the meaning of what it is

to perspire is lost in the parse. This is the reason for

the "by definition" reguirement.

Other examples of corresponding verbs to data base files:

All ships sail:
Does the U.S.S. Enterprise sail to France?

All (retail store) customers shop:
How many customers shop at department stores?

All (restaurant) customers dine:
How many customers dine at the Eat-em-uprestaurant? {

I
QAQL TRANSITIVE ygggg I

I
Transitive verbs accept a direct object. The most common · {

structure which uses a transitive verb is a sentence in
which an agent <transitive-verb>s an object. In mapping {
this structure to a data base file, the agent is usually {
the subject of the data base file (denoted by the key {

I
I
I{ I
II
I
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field), and the object is a modifying field of that file.

Strategy 1: If a verb V is a corresponding
verb to a numeric or alphanumeric field in
database D, then that field name represents a
direct object in sentences where the agent is
the subject of D, and the verb is V.

For example:

SALARY is a numeric field in the file EMPLOYEES.
EARN is a corresponding verb for SALARY, because

employees earn a salary.

SPQUSE is an alphanumeric field in the file EMPLOYEES.
MARRY is a corresponding verb for SPOUSE, because

employees marry spouses.

PATIENT is an alphanumeric field in the file DOCTORS.
_ TREAT is a corresponding verb for PATIENT, because

doctors treat patients.

FATHER is an alphanumeric field in the file STUDENTS.
FATHER has no corresponding verbs, because

students don't do anything to fathers.

(Actually, students do many things to fathers, but not

anything defined by the field FATHER.)

For numeric fields, the active or passive form of the
B

verb can be used in a query. For instance:

How many employees earn at least 15000 dollars?
How much salary do the employees earn?
How much salary is earned by the employees?

Does the Eat restaurant serve more than 140 customers?
How many customers does the Eat restaurant serve?
How many customers are served by the Eat restaurant?

II
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Likewise for alphanumeric fields:

Who did John Smith marry?
Who is married to John Smith?
Who is John Smith married to?
Who do the doctors treat?
Who is treated by the doctors?
Who are the doctors treating?

What did the chefs cook?
What was cooked by the chefs?

Strategy gz If a verb V is the past participle
of a corresponding verb to a boolean field of a
data base file, and O is the object of the data
base file, then either "O is V" or "O has V"
describes the meaning of the field.

For example:

HAS-SPOUSE is a boolean field in the file EMPLOYEES
MARRY is a corresponding verb to HAS—SPOUSE:

"employee is married" means HAS—SPOUSE.

DETONATED is a boolean field in the file BOMBS
EXPLODE is a corresponding verb to DETONATED:

"bomb has exploded" means {has} DETONATED.

Examples of queries based on these corresponding verbs:

Is Joe Short married?
How many employees are married?
Has the bomb exploded? _
How many bombs have exploded?

5.6. UNITS Q; MEASURE

Numeric fields have units of measure associated with
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them. For instance, runway length might be measured in

feet, age in years, or salary in dollars. Such units of
m€85‘|.1I°€ 8.I'€ useful il'! p8.I'5iI'ig SEIICQIICQS 51.lCh 852

How many years old is Jim Smith?
What ships are longer than 150 feet?
How many dollars does Jim Smith earn in a year?

Units of measure are perhaps even more useful in

g€I'15I°8CiI1g I'€5pOI'15é5 to q‘U.€I‘i€52

How old is Jim Smith? 45 years.
How long is the longest ship? 415 feet.
How much does Jim Smith earn per year? 28000 dollars.

Strategy gz If <units> defines a proper unit
of measure for a numeric field, then the
following phrases have semantic meaning in the
reference to the field:

<units>
<units> of <numeric-field>
<'lJ.IliCS> <COI'I'55pOI'1Ö.i1‘1g·8dj€CCiVé>

<numeric-field> refers to a numeric field which includes
I
I

<1lIliC5> 85 8. pI'Op€I° l1l'1iC of m€85'|.1l'€. <COI°I'55pOI1diI‘1g·· I' I
adjective> refers to a corresponding adjective referring I

I
to such a numeric field. I

If
I

, , IExamples of using units of measure follow: I
I_ _ , I

"years" is a unit of measure for field name AGE, so I"years" I"years of age"
"years old" I

all have semantic meaning in reference to AGE. I
I
I
I
IIII
II
I
I
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"dollars" is a unit of measure for SALARY, so
"dollars"
"dollars of salary"
"dollars wealthy"

all have semantic meaning in reference to SALARY.
"feet" is a unit of measure for LENGTH, so

"feet"
"feet of length"
"feet long"
all have semantic meaning in reference to LENGTH.

It is a simple task for the parser to recognize like

units of measure, such as inches for feet or grams for

tons. For instance, if "miles" is a proper unit of

measure for LENGTH, then so should "millimeters" be a

proper unit of measure. This means that constants should

be maintained to convert the answer retrieved from the

data base into the requested unit of measure.
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6. THE INTERMEDIATE QUERY LANGUAGE

6.1. PURPOSE AND REQUIREMENTS

Ideally, the output of the natural language processor

would be a query acceptable to the DBMS, the answer to

which is also the answer to the English language query.

However, when designing a portable front-end natural

language processor, the syntax of the target query

language is not known in advance. In order to circumvent

this lack of information, the output of the natural

language processor must be intermediate query language

commands. The intermediate query language should be

easily convertible by a post-processor into a wide range

of target data base languages using only syntactic

methods. Therefore, an intermediate query language must

have the following traits:

1. It must contain no ambiguity. {I
2. It must specify that the data be retrieved as I }

it is organized in the target data base. g
3. It must not require operations on the data that I

the DBMS cannot perform. Since we do not know _
beforehand which operations the target DBMS is I
capable of handling, we restrict ourselves to Ioperations that are commonly included in a I
DBMS, or that we can reasonably expect a post- {processor to the DBMS to handle.I

I
5l

;
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6.2. EXAMPLE INTERMEDIATE QUERY LANGUAGE

The intermediate query language used by the example

system consists of simple expressions which indicate what
is to be retrieved, what qualifications are needed, what

operations are required on the retrieved data, and what

links are required between data base files. These

expressions are contained in four distinct registers:

The RETRIEVAL register: This register contains the

fields that are to be retrieved as a result of the
request. In particular, it contains a list of pairs of

the form <filename>.<fieldname>, where <filename> is the I
name of the data base file, and <fieldname> is the name

of the data base field. For instance, if the original

query is "What is John Smith's age and weight?", then the
RETRIEVAL register might contain ( EMPLOYEE.AGE

I
EMPLOYEE.WEIGHT ). I

I· IThe QUALIFICATION register: This register contains the I
clauses which serve to qualify or restrict the subject of

I
the query. It has the following structure:

I

I
I

register ::= ( <clause> <next—clause>* ) I<next—clause> ::= <connector> <clause>
<connector> ::= AND I OR
<clause> ::= {NOT} ( <field-name> <comparator>
<value> ) | ( <superlative> <field-name> )
<field-name> ::= filename.fieldname

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

_ _ _
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<value> ::= "anystring" | integer
<comparator> ::= < | > | >= I <= I = | <>

<superlative> ::= GREATEST | LEAST

Examples of valid values for the QUALIFICATION register:

( EMPLOYEE.NAME="John Smith" AND NOT EMPLOYEE.AGE>20 )
( SHIP.LENGTH>200 OR GREATEST SHIP.LENGTH)

Superlative clauses should occur last in the

qualification register, because they would have the

lowest precedence (be the last operation) in a

conjunctive clause. For instance, in the query "Give me
the smallest aircraft carrier", the DBMS must first

extract all aircraft carriers from the SHIP file, then

choose the smallest craft from that subset.

The OPERATION register: This register determines the

operation to be performed on the retrieved fields. Valid I
I

operations include: I
I
I

LIST: Simply list the values in the fields
retrieved. — I

COUNT: Count the number of qualifying values. I
TOTAL: Sum the values of all qualifying I

numeric fields. I
YESNO: If any record qualifies, then return I I

"yes". Otherwise, return "no". I

The JOIN register: This register is used when more than I
one data base file is needed. The register specifies the I

I
links between the files so that all files can be joined I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

l - ..
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into one data structure for retrieval purposes. The JOIN

register' consists of ‘pairs of <file-name>.<field-name>

specifications. The file specified by the first of the

pair is to be joined into the file specified by the

second of the pair, using the corresponding field names.

For instance, if the JOIN register is:

(SHIP-FILE.SHIP-CLASS CLASS—FILE.CLASS-NAME)

then for· each. record in the SHIP-FILE, values of the

fields of CLASS-FILE are joined into the record if and

only if the value of SHIP-FILE.SHIP—CLASS is equal to the

value of CLASS—FILE.CLASS-NAME.

ggg; ggg; PROCESSOR REQUIREMENTS

The registers described above can be converted to almost

any DBMS query language using only simple syntactic F
methods. The example query language used in this thesis F
is the Model 204 DBMS query language [Model83]. This ä
query language is structured much like a procedural E
programming language, in that a complex query can be .

executed in several distinct steps. The flow of control

is either sequential or manipulated through the commands

themselves. The language includes commands that open F
data base files, perform retrieval and display operations än
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on the files, and assign values to local variables.

Conditional and looping commands are also available.

Still other commands are available, but these particular

commands are the ones used for the translation from the

intermediate language.

In order to translate the intermediate language registers

into Model 204 query language, the target data base files

must first be identified. This is done by scanning the
RETRIEVAL and QUALIFICATION registers for all filenames.

For each unique filename found, a Model 204 DBMS command

is generated of the form:

<statement-number>. USE <filename>

This command opens the data base files which will be used

with the query. The statement number serves as a label

for the command so that other commands can reference this

command if required. The first statement number is l, the

second 2, and so on. V

Next, certain records in the data base file(s) may have

to be extracted and used as a qualified subset of the
l

complete data base file. This is accomplished by

converting the information in the QUALIFICATION register

into query commands. For phrases which do not use

superlative clauses, the transformaticn is as follows:
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QUALIFICATION register:
{NOT} ( filename.fieldname <comparator> <value> )

Query language command:<statement—number>. FIND ALL RECORDS IN
<label> FOR WHICH {NOT} fieldname

<comparator> <value>

The meaning of <label> depends on whether or not this is

the first phrase in the QUALIFICATION register. If it

is, then <label> refers to the USE statement for that

data base file. otherwise, <label> is the <statement-

number> of the command generated by the prior phrase in

the QUALIFICATION register which referred to <filename>.

For phrases which use superlative clauses, the

transformation is as follows:
{

QUALIFICATION register: {
( GREATEST|LEAST filename.fieldname ) {

Query language command if GREATEST is specified: E<statement—number>. %GREATEST = 0 I<statement—number>. FOR ALL RECORDS IN <label> · IIF fieldname > %GREATEST THEN I%GREATEST = fieldname Z<statement—number>. FIND ALL RECORDS IN <label> Z
FOR WHICH fieldname = %GREATEST . Q

Query language command if LEAST is specified: {<statement—number>. %LEAST = <max-value> {<statement—number>. FOR EACH RECORD IN <label> {IF fieldname < %LEAST THEN {%LEAST = fieldname {<statement—number>. FIND ALL RECORDS IN <label> {FOR WHICH fieldname = %LEAST {

{
{
{{
{
{
{{
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%GRBATBST and %LEAST are local variables. <label> is as
defined for comparative phrases. <max—value> is a

numerical value at least as great as the highest possible

numerical value in <fieldname>.

Once a qualifying subset of the data base is defined, an

operation must be performed on it. The proper operation

is defined by the OPERATION register.

Next, the specified operation must be performed on the

records which qualify. For OPERATION register value of

LIST, the following command is generated:

<statement-number>. FOR BACH RECORD IN <to-file-name>
FOR EACH RECORD IN <from-file—name> FOR WHICH

<to-field-name> = <from-field·name>
PRINT <field—name> (AND <fieldname>)*

The <fieldname>s are extracted from the RETRIEVAL

register. The values <from-file—name>, <from—field- Ü
Iname>, <to·file-name>, and <to-field-name> are extracted ‘ I

from the JOIN register. If the JOIN register is empty, I
then the above structure reduces to: :I· I· I<statement—number>. FOR BACH RECORD IN <label> I

PRINT fieldname (AND fieldname)* {
I

For OPERATION register value of TOTAL, the following

commands are generated: g
II
I
I
I

IIIIIIII
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<statement—number>. %TOTAL = 0<statement—number>. FOR EACH RECORD IN <to-file—name>FOR EACH RECORD IN <from—file—name> FOR WHICH<to—field—name> = <from—field—name>
%TOTAL = %TOTAL + <field-name> (+ <field-name>)*<statement—number>. PRINT %TOTAL

%TOTAL is a local variable. All other elements are as
defined previously. If the JOIN register is empty, then
the above structure reduces to:

<statement—number>. %TOTAL = 0<statement—number>. FOR EACH RECORD IN <label>
%TOTAL = %TOTAL + fieldname (+ fieldname)*<statement—number>. PRINT %TOTAL

For OPERATION register ‘value of COUNT, the following

command is generated:

<statement—number>. FOR EACH RECORD IN <from-file> IPRINT COUNT IN <to-file> FOR WHICH ,° <from-field> = <to-field> I
If the JOIN register is empty, then the above structure I

reduces to: — I
<statement—number>. PRINT COUNT IN <label> I

For OPERATION register value of YESNO, the following
I

command is generated:
I<statement—number>. FOR EACH RECORD IN <to-file> IFIND ALL RECORDS IN <from-file> FOR WHICH<from-field> = <to-field> I
I
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<statement-number>. IF COUNT IN <label> = O THEN
PRINT "NO"

ELSE
PRINT "YES"

ENDIF

If the JOIN register is empty, then the above structure

reduces to:

<statement-number>. IF COUNT IN <label> = 0 THEN
PRINT "NO"ELSE
PRINT "YES"

ENDIF

Note that all transformations are simple and straight-

forward conversions from the syntax of the intermediate
query language to the syntax of the DBMS language. All
ambiguity and semantic interpretation is resolved before

the intermediate query language statements are generated,

and no reorganization is needed to map the structure of

the commands onto the structure of the data base. This
is the ultimate goal of the natural language processor.

Example parses used in the demonstration system developed
I

in conjunction with this paper appear in appendix F.

I
I
I
II
I
I

5 I
I

_ _ _
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7. THE PARSER

The parser ‘used ‘with the example natural-language

processor· is based on. an .Augmented. Transition. Network

(ATN) [Woods73,Bates78]. The particular implementation

of ATN interpreter used was developed as part of the

SNePS research project at the State University of New

York at Buffalo, and is implemented in LISP.

The parser is not sophisticated, but it does use the

information in the knowledge base to implement the

strategies outlined in chapter 5, including:

-Recognition of data in modifying fields.
I

This allows the jparser· to recognize, for
instance, that "carrier" denotes a class of
ship.
-Use of corresponding verbs and adjectives.
This allows the parser to map natural language
descriptions into individual fields.

-Recognition of units of measure. This gives
the parse further direction in identifying the
proper fields to map to. .

A description of the syntactic structures which the

parser can accept, a list of valid queries, and the ATN
I

arcs used are listed in appendix C.

60 ‘
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8. PROPOSED EXTENSIONS TO THE SYSTEM

This paper provides a first step toward mapping natural

language into a data base structure. Additional methods

can be employed in order to provide a richer and a more

sophisticated transition. A discussion of some of these

techniques follows.

8;;; NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION

After the query is processed by the DBMS, it is possible

to pass the result to a natural language generator to

formulate an answer to the query in English. The natural

language generator can use many techniques in order to

formulate an English response. An easy and straight-

forward technique involves using the object of the query.

This technique is most effective in queries where the ,
operation is LIST. For example: [

I
Q. Who are the employees in the tax department? A :A. The employees are...

E
A second technique involves extracting the unit of _ [

measure and corresponding adjective associated with the E
retrieved field when that field is numeric. An example Eof this techniqueis:Q.

How old is John Smith?
6l I

IIII
II
I
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A. 28 years old.

Or combining the first two techniques:

Q. How old is John Smith?
A. John Smith is 28 years old.

The third technique involves converting the entire query

into a statement. This is useful for queries where the

operation is YESNO. For example:

Q. Are there ‘married employees in the tax
department?

A. Yes, there are married employees in the tax
department.

But then, the user may be satisfied with a simple yes/no

response.

These techniques are useful in order to give the "feel"

of a normal conversation with the machine.

8.2. INTERACTIVE PARSING

At times during the parse it may be desirable to solicit

assistance of the user in order to resolve ambiguity.

This is done by recognizing· potential ambiguity, then ·

querying the user as to the correct interpretation. For

instance, given the query:

HOW OLD IS JOHN F. KENNEDY?
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The system may recognize ambiguity by determining that

John F. Kennedy is both a ship and a person. It may then

resolve the ambiguity by responding:

BY "JOHN F. KENNEDY", DO YOU MEAN:
l) JOHN F. KENNEDY THE SHIP; OR
2) JOHN F. KENNEDY THE MAN?

The user may then respond accordingly, and the query can

be parsed unambiguously. A second example is the query:

HOW MANY CRUSHED FEATHER PILLOWS ARE IN THE OFFICE?

The system may recognize ambiguity by determining that

"crushed" can modify either "feather" or "pillows." It

may resolve the ambiguity by responding:

BY "CRUSHED FEATHER PILLOWS", DO YOU MEAN:
l) CRUSHED FEATHER7 OR
2) CRUSHED PILLOWS?

An interactive parse approach is taken in the EUFID

system [Templeton79].

II
8.3. HIERARCHICAL RELATIONS I II

I
Some data base files contain fields which can be grouped I

I
into a particular class based on a hierarchical relation.

I
For instance, a data base file containing merchant ship I

I
information may have fields which specify the amount of I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

. - .-
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corn, beans, rice, etc. currently being carriad by the

ship. These fields can be grouped together into a class

which represents the cargo that the ship is carrying. If

this hierarchical information is acquired by the natural

language processor, then it can replace all references to

"cargo" with "corn or beans or rice...". When the system

encounters a query like:

What cargo does the Minnow carry?

It can then respond by listing the current amounts in the

data base for corn, beans, rice, etc.

8.4. CONJUNCTION

Conjunctions are particularly difficult to parse because

they can connect virtually any two parallel structures in

a sentence. Note the differing uses of the conjunction

"and" in the following queries: ·
{

How many people attended the wedding of Dave and Sarah
Phillips? .

How many people attended the Phillips' and the Jones'
wedding? {

How many people attended the wedding and reception? I
How many people attended and cried at the wedding? {
How many people cried at the wedding and attended the I

reception? l
How many women and children attended the wedding? {

II
I

· I
I
I
I
II
II II
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One solution offered by B. K. Boguraev [Boguraev85] is to

extend the ATN interpreter so that, upon encountering a

conjunction, it identifies the structure of the pmrase

most recently parsed. It then predicts that it will find
a similar structure after the conjunction, and attempts

to parse it. If it fails to find a similar structure, it

then backtracks and identifies the structure of a larger

phrase that was also most frequently parsed. This

process continues until a parallel structure is found.

For instance, given that the following sentence fragment

was parsed:

WHO ATTENDED THE WEDDING OF DAVE AND...

The ATN determines that a noun (DAVE) was most recently

parsed, and predicts that another noun follows. This
would successfully parse the query: iI

WHO ATTENDED THE WEDDING OF DAVE AND SARAH? EI
If this fails, the system backtracks, determines that a I
prepositional. phrase (OF DAVE) was also most recently ä
parsed, and predicts that another prepositional phrase

q
{

follows. This would successfully parse the query:
iI

WHO ATTENDED THE WEDDING OF DAVE AND OF FRED? {

If this fails, the system backtracks, determines that aI
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direct object phrase (THE WEDDING OF DAVE) was also most

recently parsed, and predicts that another direct object

phrase follows. This would successfully parse the query:

WHO ATTENDED THE WEDDING OF DAVE AND THE FUNERAL
OF FRED?

If this fails, the system backtracks, determines that a

verb phrase (ATTENDED THE WEDDING OF DAVE) was also most

recently parsed, and predicts that another verb phrase

follows. This would successfully parse the query:

WHO ATTENDED THE WEDDING OF DAVE AND DECORATED HIS
CAR?

Failing that, the system backtracks, determines that an

entire sentence ‘was already* parsed, and, predicts that

another sentence follows. This would successfully parse

the query:

WHO ATTENDED THE WEDDING OF DAVE AND WHAT WERE
THEIR NAMES? ·

8.5. DISJUNCTION

One approach to disjunction is to map the structures in a

sentence connected by the word "or" into a data base OR
relation. But there are cases where the word "and" can

_ _,
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be mapped into a data base OR relation as well. Consider

the following queries:

l. What employees are married and have children?
2. List all secretaries and typists.

The first query maps, as you might expect, into a data

base AND relation:

(IS-MARRIED = TRUE) AND (NUMBER-CHILDREN > O)

The second query, however, maps into a data base OR

relation:

(JOB·CLASS = SECRETARY) OR (JOB-CLASS = TYPIST)

A general rule to determine whether the word "and" refers

to conjunction or disjunction is to determine whether the
two structures connected by the "and" refer to the same

domain. In the first query, the two structures refer to

marital status and number of children, respectively.

Since the domain is different, the data base AND relation

is appropriate. In the second query, the two structures
I

both refer to job classification. Therefore, the data -
I

base OR relation is appropriate.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I[ I
·— - ~« —
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9. CONCLUSIONS

Designing a front—end natural language understander which

is transportable to different data domains introduces

difficulties. Natural language understanding typically

requires detailed background information about its

domain. It also requires a common-sense notion of how

objects behave in a new domain. Transporting the natural

language understander to a new data base management

system adds the additional difficulty of not knowing the

syntax or operations of the target DBMS in advance.

Until DBMS technology reaches a point where it treats its

data as knowledge rather than information, the most a

natural language front—end can provide is an easy-to-use

and human—like way to retrieve information from the data

base. It accomplishes this by accepting queries in the

user's own language, resolving ambiguity and reference,

and formulating a query in the DBMS's language.

A successful transportable natural language interface is

developed in this dthesis by defining an architecture -

which allows transportability across both data domains

and DBMS's. Knowledge requirements are then defined for

the natural language interface. This knowledge is

necessary* in order to develop mapping strategies from

68
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natural language to a formal query language. An

interface expert is then developed to allow the natural

language understander to obtain the required knowledge by

interviewing a data base administrator about the

structure of the target data base and the meaning of its

domain.

An intermediate query language is developed which can be

easily converted into many existing data base query

languages using simple syntactic methods. A parser then

uses the knowledge acquired by the interface expert to

apply mapping techniques which convert the natural

language query into the intermediate language query. A

simple post-processor can then convert the intermediate

language query into the target query language for

submission to the DBMS.

A more useful system can be developed by adding on to

the system kernel. A knowledge base can be integrated
I

into the parsing process without extensive modification :
to the existing system. This is accomplished through the

I
E

system's underlying semantic network architecture. E
I

The solution presented is not an ultimate answer to the I
problem of natural language understanding and question- I
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answering. Rather, it is a method for allowing today's

data base management systems to accept requests for

information in the requester's most natural method of

communication.

I

I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX A: SEMANTIC NETWORK STRUCTURE

The semantic network processor used with the example was

developed as part of the SNePS system [Shapiro79]. The

knowledge represented enables the system to determine all

of the information. described in chapter 4, section A

(Knowledge base requirements). The following structures

comprise the network:

l. A name of a data base file is identified as such by

relating it to the class of file names. The following

structure accomplishes this:

/
4 ~ "‘l$._* '_/’ >

1/ ~~\ ;/ \
/ \ ¤E F1 lenames Ä._ J

2. Each data base file consists of fields. The names of
the fields contained in a particular file are related to ~

the name of tne file through the following structure:

g \
Fgeig/I \‘(1i‘3

xx
*” Leid “'\E·_§fl*j}i in < $1 ie ·r‘.y„=

7 5
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3. Both data base files and fields can have synonyms. A

synonym is related to the formal name of the file or

field through the following structure:

F nonym F11e/ $Y\V‘0"7·""

/ x // / \’ F l ‘F? ld ° ndmp > < synonym-name > I < F Ll&‘T1äff!&} <symnym—na.·n@ >
\ _j \ 1 \ 1 ;

4. Certain fields must be identified as modifying fields.

The network denotes this as follows:
{/\„ /1 \/I xn embryr/’ X lass

1 }_
1/ \‘

\ [
*I • (

Fzeld name}Ig_1 \_ ,

5. Certain fields are key fields. This is represented by

the following structure:

,//\
/ .

AE-·:{
*/F ‘\\_*Cw

E ;/’ \3

*, \\_ }/’ In /
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6. A field can be of type alphanumeric, numeric, or

boolean. This jproperty is represented. by one of the

following three structures:

\ _/ \
mgmtgg

Ä-/ \ // «/_ \ \ 7 \*ii¤?l¢V'W¤@> alphanunerac <Fl0ld·r¤m@> V•*¤“@*‘¤< <f“a6ld nanr2>txooamn.x

7. Numeric fields can have corresponding adjectives.

These adjectives can be maximizing (old, wide, rich); or

they can be minimizing (young, narrow, poor). Adjectives
are related to their corresponding field names through

one of the following structures:

/ /\/

aj id

„-=-lll _ / __ ,/"‘g—„ ,/E‘—~.
' Y \\\ r I

"
N \\’ ‘~ / \ 1/\“_

"\ 1/ 1,

~~8.

Numeric fields have associated units of measure. A
unit of measure is related to the corresponding numeric
field through the following structure:

H

, \,1 \

ckelo//i x mv//
„_,...;_\5.}

“‘.·?LC·^a*E‘ 1,:*;*-1;·“ —-
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9. Key fields and alphanumeric fields which modify the

data base file have associated values. The values are
related to the field name through the following

structure:

F1·i

Fmlhd namm (F1g;|_(j·-»,,:,}„U;3>
1/

~ / x .*

10. Data base files can be linked to other files through

associated fields. A link is specified in the network by
the following structure:

I//

7 >_4,/ 1 x4 — X„/’
/ \ ‘\

,· ’/ / \1~\/
( ‘

ß
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APPENDIX B: Interface Expert Source Listing

The following is LISP source code for the interview

program that collects information about the structure of

the target data base by interviewing the system

administrator. This code was written as part of the

program written in conjunction with this paper. It
stores the information collected into the SNePS semantic
network using BUILD commands.

memzruamer-ckms<£as?-spnmmxqpmqmr:üle1üLe·kärkä~)
(daüneua<xü1mm¤xä—1ün¤xü müred}-tßx:q52-iäekifkädq
(dmänevah¤<mü¤a~müt1xüt—t¤as1¤a¤?·htmms.ütrmEr)
(daä¤ef¤mvEüe1&¤wfikr·üxmdäekifumviküdü
ßkiüe1x»ületo4äka~urü£k1t¤fk£dü

(daündn¤awiav() •
gruß'Thuarnavdmzbäazülaumeorenh U
(czd

(qx¤¤xsjüle(raxka¤m0)(üüzndem)

(t(dmün;xo¤§s<üle(füe¤me)

(amd§gxp£.fuemme'en® nu)

(buildmerber (^(ed¤o filena¤e)) class filmamss) ·
(äähswmd(¤ms(Lämwm¤ifuemme)'(Mcqy·.nM)M
Qmdnc"D:¤! ")
qxo¤§s<üle<ynzymsfüeme)
qxo¤§seütmms<m¤¤sfüe¤me) J

(&ä¤fp¤x¤§vülesytqms(mxx)

gmmrznxm)

(cmd
géäücaseüleeynuymzxbt(mädwäcm) qxo¤§s<üie<ynxymsnxxM

79
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(file-eybbvym (feet eyr¤=ym-wurd)
Eéeqaal 'erd) rail)

(build file (^(ed¤¤ f¤¤b>> SY!'¤'!Ym (^(ed¤¤ eyr¤¤ym-w¤rd)>>
(de.f11ae^¤:ds(¤1·as(last-mcmd) '(((ctgy . ra)))))
(mim "Dmue! ")b>))

(defam j.I'IÜEI’E"VEIiB (filename)
(mim "Eater verb fcn: ")
(mim filename)
(mim " car ari: ")
(ccxxi

('jIItIB.I'S•V% filename (IE£*B.'C¤I1))
(m¤c§—i.rxt::ara·s-veths fila·aame))(’¤)))

(defun mmss- (fileraaxre verb)
(c¤·x:1

géeqaal verb 'erx:1) nil)

(build file (^(echo filena1ze)) imztars (^(e¤hc> vexb)))
(de.f:11aeao¤xds (mS(1aSt-w¤:dve:b) '(((ctgy . v) (mars . ¤il)))))
(mum "Ume! ")
b>))

(defura mtucss-fields (filaiaue)
(mim "Ehter field raue ox and: ")
(ccrad

((mt:¤ess-field filaaame (f·ead—atcm)) (mccess-fields fila·aame))(b>))
(defmm miccess-field (filename fieldraame)

(ccrd .
géeqaal fieldraarre 'axi) rail)

(build rcaarben: (^(edao fieldraazre)) file (^(ech¤ fila—mae)))
(defiraemztäs (cxxs (last-wcxd fieldname) '(((ctgy . ra))))) l
mm"D¤1·ae! ")
(mucesds-field-syracryars fieldraame)
(prim "Is this field a key field? ") <
(mtxuä-key (IE&i•'&‘C¤I1) filaaame fieldraame) I
(mmcess-tzarswezts fieldraame)
(mirac "Is field (A)lpha, (N)ume1uLc, cr (B)ooleara? ")
(mooess-type (1·ead—atcm) fieldrase) )

))(deftmmocess-(zars-vez·.‘,x (fieldrmzae) l
I
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(mim "Ehta vexb fm: ")
(mi.m fieldnarre)
(mim " cr erd: ")
(c¤*d·

((m¤c2ss-tram-verdi fieldnaxre (read-at¤u))
(moces-tncamwvaks fieldrane))('¢>))

(defun moese-tram-vez:b (fieldname verb)
(cad

(éecpal verb 'erxi) nil)

(build field (^(ed1o fie1dname)) tram (^(e¤h¤ vab)))
(defmeucrds (mm (last-w¤1:dvexb) '(((ctgy . v) (txars . t)))))
(mim "Dcre! ")’¤)))

(defun mocess-key (ya-m filename fieldnane)
(ccrxi<<e¤1-fil yee—¤¤ 'y> _ _ _

(build key (^(ech¤ f1eld¤a¤e)) file (^(echo f1le1·1a¤e)))
(mim "Dme! ")’¤>

<’¢>>) I
(defun'm¤¤ess—field—syr¤1yxrs (mct)

(mim "Errter symnym fm: ")
(mim fmt)
(mim " czr erxi: ")
(ccrxi U-f1eld—syr¤'1;/m root (read-atcm)) (mocess-field—sym¤yxrs :¤¤t))

(field—syr¤·1ym (mat )

(éequal 'erd) mil) .

(build field (^<ed¤¤ r¤¤t>) www <^<ed¤¤ w¤¤¤w-~¤¤=d>>>
(defmewczm (css (last-wad ) '(((ctgy . ¤)))))
(mim "mxe! ") _
‘¤))>

(defxm mmess-type (fieldtype fieldname)
(ecrfl

((Qual fieldtype 'a) (mmess-alma fieldr~ame))
( (Qual fieldtype 'r1) (mncess-rumaic field¤ame))
Eéeqzal fieldtype 'b) (mecas-boclean fielc°sa¤·e))

(mim " z·esp¤·~se— esta A, N, cr B: ")
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(moo&—type (read-·at¤n) fieldname) ) ))

(defun_mooss-alpha (fieldname) •(build merbe: (^(echo f1.eldname)) type c)
(mim "Ixne! ")
(mim "Dosthis fielduodifyüuedatabase file? (Y/N) ")
(m·ooess—modifie1:· (read-atcm) fieldreme)
(mooess-valxs fieldnaxre)
t)

(defun (fieldreme)
(build merber (^(ed‘1o fieldname)) type numerio)
(mim "I¤ne! ")
(moo§—units fieldrame)
(mooess-mx-adjs fieldname)
(mo<2ss—min-adjs fieldname))

(ciafun·ean (fieldnaue)
(baildmerber (^(echo fieldname)) type boolean)
(mim "mne! ")
(mim "Ibes this field mdify the data base file? (Y/N) ")
(mooä-modifie: (read-aton) fieldna¤e))

(defnm mooess-xrodifier (yes—m fieldnane)
(oczxi

'Y)
(build merber (^(edu¤ fieldname)) class uodifierr)
(mim "miel ")
t)

('C) ))
(defun ts (fieldnaxre)

(mim"Entetthena11eamopex·11x·1itofu1easx1reox·erx:1: ")
(ocrd

((mooess-unit fieldname (read-at¤·n)) (mooss-units fieldname))
(*=)))

(defun mooss-unit (fieldnaxre unit-ofexreasune)
(ocrxi

((eq1al unit—of-measuxe 'eid) nil) .
(t

(biild field (^(edx¤ fieldname)) unit (^(ed‘x: unit-of—:reasu:·e)))
(de.fine)o¤1:ds (c¤rs(last-w¤1:d11r1it-of-z1eas1.:1:·e) '(((ctgy . n)))))
(mim "Dme! ")
t)))

(defun mmess-zrax—adjs (fieldname)
(mim "Entet the narre of a adjective or ed: °')
(our:}
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((p1:¤¤e$-¤ax—adj fieldnaue (1:ead—atcm)) (pr¤¤e$—max-adjs fieldname))
0:)))

( (fieldrane adjective)

(éeqial adjective 'axd) mil)

(build field (^(e¤h¤ field¤a¤e)) (^(ed1o adjecfi.ve)))
(defir1ew¤zds(c¤s (last-\«J¤:da1]ectJ.ve) '(((ct:gy . adj)))))
(prirx: "Dczel ")
1:)))

(defun (fieldnarre)
(pz:'i.rx:"E11te:'theIB11eofaadjective¤:'axi:")
(cad

E
fieldrxame (read-at¤n)) (p1:¤¤es—mi.¤—adjs fieldname))

(dedm (fieldnaxre adjective)

(ccrd(éeqaal adjectzive 'axi) ml)

(build field (^(¤¤¤ fieldna11·e)) (^(echo adject}i.ve)))
(def1.ne«¤:ds (das (last:-wczzd adjective) '(((ctgy . adj)))))
(prim "Ixre.! ")
*:)))

(defun (fieldraarre)
(px'i.r1‘.:"Ehte1' data value fcn: field ci: ari: ")
(cxzx:1

((p:¤ces-value fieldrexre (:ead—atcm)) (process-values field¤ame))0:)))
(defun process-value (fieldreme datavalue)

(ccxrl
(éequal datavalue 'ax:1) mil)

(build field (^(echo fieldnaue)) value (^(eduo daL:avalue))) V(defme:«1cxds(m~s(lasl:-·w¤:dc.iataw2alue) '(((c*:gy . n))))) V(pri.11: "Dzmel ") ‘tm V;themext.5 fLmctim~eadili:11<sbetweent;‘1edefi.*1e¤idetabasefil.a6
(defun add-li.¤)<s ()

(prim "Ehte: drigin füe cf link cu: erzi:
")(ccrd

((adi—li.nk (read-at¤u)) (add-li1·l<s))
V0:)))
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(defim add-link (fa:'¤züi.le)
(ocrxi

((eq.aal fxcmfile 'eri:1) rail)
(t

(p'ir:"Brte1: crigin field of link:")
(adi-to-links fmufile (read-atcm)))))

(defun add-to-links (fruaafile frcmfield)
(pit: "Errtea: file of Link: ")
(ac‘d—tc>—1.i.rak fxcmfile frcaafield (1'ead—atcm)))

(defam ad:1-to-lirak (fxcmfile frcmfield tofile)
(pi.r: "Errter fieJ.d of lirak: ")
(adi-raet fzcmfile fzcmfield tefile (read-atm) ))

(defura add—x':I: (fizuufile fxtmfield tofile tofield)
(biild fa:cm—file (^(eda¤ fx¤ufile)) frcm-field (^(ed'a¤ fx:¤ufield))

to—file (^(echo tofile)) to—field (^(echo t¤field)))
(pix': "Dcme! "))

i
I
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APPENDIX C: THE GRAMMAR

The parser developed in conjunction with this paper

parses a rudimentary grammar suffioient for demonstration

purposes. The grammar accepts queries in the following

forms:

l.2.
<accux>·EEHES d¤xüemvI¢wub—üu2zms>«qp>*

3.4. <request> {THE <number> OF} <object> <pp>*
5.
BECHERE6.H¤WbmNYH£KH·Q¤üts>{OF<mwmuicn·BEH¤<müxs>

<¤mx—mü> I
IGmY<mnü>o&meämma><¤mz—aü>

<¤mx—mü> Gm¤2q¤mdü;;müedüNaL üuursqmmqmsamd
anumqms

fiekivahms,eqxjbmalßrpmaxdedkqran
article an/or a modifier and/or a
sqxmhmjxe ümmxofzacomxspmxüngaxüectbma
followed by the key-field or key-field
symmqmt ALä>defüm¤.¤ax¤siwaqras:

<actüxv· WH?·«£üect>| H¤Wb@NYHüKH~«üüecc>|

<remmst>WHICHHWKMTHKTI

<mm¤a> NQEERI AMINTI QENTHH
i

<¢x¤lamv» EknlaäifiehdzumesImxisymmqms

<nmmuic> Nmmuic fü£d.mams mxisymmnms

<pp> Prepositional phrase, defined as:
<prep> <numeric-field> {OF} <comparator> I
<prep> <comparator> <numeric-field> I

85
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<prep> {<art>} <alpha—value> <alpha-field—name> |
<prep> {<art>} <superlative> <matching-field-name> |
<prep> <boolean-field-name> |
<prep> <key-field-name> |
<pp> AND <pp>

<prep> Preposition (DI, AT, WITH, ON, etc.)

<art> Article (A, AN, 'IHE, etc.)

<comparator> Compa.rative clause, defined as:
{oomparative>} (no comparative implies equals)
(<number> | <numeric·field> | <key—value>)
{units—of—measure {corr-adj }}

<superlative> -Est form of correspording adjectives

<comparative> {NOT|NO} —Er form of corresponding adjectives
'II-IAN| {NO}GREATERTHAN| {NO} IESSTI-IAN|
{NOT} EQUALTOV {NO} MDRETHAN | ATIEAST

<request> One of the phrases "DISPIAY {AIL}",
"GIVE IE {AIL}", or "{'IEIL IE} WH? BE"

<verb—intrans> Corresponding intransitive verbs

<verb-trans> Corresponding transitive verbs

Examples of valid input are as follows:
V

How many years old are John Smith ard Sally Jones?
How long are ships with age older than l5? V
How wealthy is the oldest accounting department errployee?
How tall are the married employees in the tax department? VHow heavy is the lightest ship ard the heaviest ship with cannons? ‘
How tall is the shortest errployee?
How many carriers have cannons ard aircraft? V
How many married tax deparcuent employees have pensions?
What ships exist? —

VHow many errployees work in the accounting department?
How many missiles ard aircraft are carried by the CV-72?
What is the number of battleships with missiles ard cannons? V
Give me all ships of no greater than 1500 tons of weight.
Are there any ships?

VIs John Smith married?
How much does Jim Brown weigh?
How much was collected by the BS in l979? V

V

V
V
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The ATN parser used is the SNePS ATN parser. The parser

calls the following LISP functions:

(daüniüniwahxs ömduedisq
(cmd

(amIlvahxrLEt)rul)
(t(qgxnd(c&£ärvahxrLEx)(fhthwüues(cü:m£me£Usth))M

(deüxxgärmäme ßmduedistckmaemuue)
(cad

(umllvahxrlkxjrul)
(atm @q¤£.dm2#wüue(odthrvahsrküxh)

(t Uist(¤£¤m:¢ünduemxx V1¤ämwmü¤rlüä$)1ähe?xM
'I·!
(cämwmlmelkm)

&arda¤vm£meM)))

NEdhid$;üs«a@m§saiasa¤ms
(eetqwrrbers '(\\ I6! Il! I2! I3! I4! I5! I6! I7! I8I !9!>>
;dä2mmüzs;üfa1aum1kscuqxsaiemüxehrofdijxs
(daühis¤m¤a·Usm

kxnd
(uxüllsm t) I

(meqxx;xe¤xnsth<Eüue;¤sx¤

unit;¤ä¤sthe12xtvah2züxmttelewbuudaädwxnwatsitt¤a¤1axm

7ifEä1äUIl¤3K&ÜE§$§KES,IEURDSCIHYTÜEFEÜÜLUEUÜEITÖE]EStE¥ECE I
(dahnlaärwxd mtm _ I

(cmd I
I(lee=—r~¤¤1 (wrblbde (ew: (werbe: 'I I (erplbde e¤rI>I>I> I(t e¤¤)>> I

;¤¤we¤saaliä:ofa¤ms.üto<xe1sn;aa¤m1¤me
(deüxxauzmze Ust)(dxd I((¤¤ll ler) ml) I

I
I

I
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üaumxhäjlkx)
((¤¤ll (wrlSt)) (arlSt)) _
(t (wat (ar let) 'I I (et¤¤¤ze (wr 1-et))))))

;a¤mümasLEx,thaxfüdsthexomzfmraaäau(ifaß ÜIÜELHKÜIM
(aähnroa>of(a¤m

(amd
üaum1mm0(get—re¤t (ar

(lwkup(aami¤a(qgxmd
(mamzse üdr 0xwe¤xaa¤m))(get-rat (ar (l<¤¤I<¤p (ar (reveree

:ex¤z:bsther¤a:fumxürahad¤£.daxrkxia1oftmevxmd
(deürxgarmxx Uexéüst) ‘

(amd

üe;¤l(abr1ewlkx)'¤xx)(ahrlewühäj)(t (<;et·r¤¤t (wr le><··l5St)))))

The ATN source code consists of the following arcs:

(s

;start<uEsen¤amb
(wbd ümw) t(t¤

*)(setrgualification (cadr (getr params)))

(to s&xxion))

xmanmst-tmaaphraseCaas/manmstß

;be...
(cat.kkmm‘t

Üb
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(cat wh- t
(setr eperatien 'list)(‘<=¤ S/wh->>>

(s/hew

;"Hew many|much..."
(wrd (many much) t(t¤ S/h¤w/warm)
;"Hew <adjective>. . . "(push max-adj t

(setr retrieval *)(*=¤ S/h¤w/¤dj)>
(push min-adj t

(setr retrieval *)(t¤ S/h¤w/adj>>)

(S/h¤w/ma¤y
:"Hew many <units>. . ."
(te (s/units)

(member
(reet—ef (addr unit-reg *))
(find-values (find field- (find unit ?x) ) ))

(setr field-name (car (fird-values
(find unit (^(reet-ef (getr unit-reg))) field ?x))))

(setr retrieval (list
(cadadar (find member (^(getr field-name)) file ?x))
'I-I
(getr field-name) ) ))

;"Hew much. . . "(im 5/wh- t _ 9
(setr eperatien 'teta.l)))

(s/units (
7"Hew many <un.its> <max-adj>. . .“
(push max-adj t ;the 't' sheuldn't be here, but I ceuldn't get it te werk

(equal (getrretrieval) (getr *))(‘¤¤ S/h¤w/adam
;"Hew many <units> ef. . ."
(wrd (ef) t

(te s/units/ef))
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90 V
:"Hcw many <units>. . ."
(Zim S/h¤w/adi t>>

(s/units/of
;"Hcw many <units> of <num-field>
(push num-field t(‘¢¤ S/h¤w/adjm

(S/h¤w/add
7"Hcw <adjective>| (many <units> (of <num-field>}) BE. . ."
(cat ident t(t¤ S/h¤w/ben
;"Hcw many <units> {of <num-field>}
(jump s/wh- t

(set: operaticn 't¤tal)))

(S/h¤w/be
;"Hcw (adjective> BE <object>. . ."
(push cbject t

(setr params *)
V(setr qualification

(cond „
((and (get: qualification) (cad: (get: pax·ams)))

(cons 'and (get: quaJ.ification)))
(t (getr qualification) ) )) V

(setr qualificaticn (append (cad}: (getx params)) (getr qualification)))
(set: retxieval (append (car (getx params)) (get: ret1·ieva.l)))
(setr eperation 'list)(t¤ V

(s/acticn V
;<action> has | have

V V
(cat aux t

(tc s/have));<action> be V
(cat ident t

(to s/have))

;<action> <pp>* V
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(push pp t _ _ _
(setx qualification

(cond
((and (get: qualification) (getr *))

(cons 'and (getr qualification)))
(t (get: qualificati¤n))))

(set: qualification (append (getr *) (getv: qualification)))(tu s/s¤¤i¤¤/pp>>
(jump s/s¤¤i¤¤/pp ‘¤>>

(s/have

:<action phx'ase> have <boolean field>
(push bool-field t

(setz: qualification
(cond

((and (getr qualificaticn) (getr *))
(cons 'and (getr qualification)))

(t (getr qualification) ) ))
(setr qualification (append (getr *) (getx qualificati¤n)))('¤¤ s/s¤d>>>

(s/acticn/pp

;<action phrase> <pp>* <intxans—ve1·b>
(to (s/end)

(setz: filename
(ca: (find-values

(find file ?x intrans (^(getr *))))))))

(s/request

ßpreceding determiner
i

(cat det t(tu s/rsquss‘¤>>
;<1·equest> {the} <num1bei·>

”
(cat quantity t

(to s/request/mmber))

;<1:·equest>
(jump s/request/of t

(set? cperaticn 'list)))
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(s/request/number

;<request> the <number> of
(wrd (of) t

(setr operation 'oount)(t¤ S/request/¤f>>>

(s/request/of

;<request> {the <number> of} <object>
(push object t

(setr params *)
(setr qualification

(oond
((and (getr qualification) (cadr (getr params)))

(oons 'and (getr qualification)))
(t (getr qualifioation))))

(setr qualification (append (cadr (getr params)) (getr qualification)))
(setr retrieval (append (car (getr para:ms)) (getr retrieval)))<t¤ S/¤¤d>>>

(s/be

;be there. . .
(wrd (there) t

<t¤(s/be/there
Ilanyu

(wrd (any) t
(to s/be/there))

;be there {any} <objec'•>
(push object t

(setr params *)
(setr qualification _

(oond
((a.nd (getr qualification) (cadr (getr pa.rams)))

(oons 'and (getr qualification)))
(t (getr qua.'Lification))))

(setr qualification (append (cadr (getr params)) (getr quaJ.ification)))
(setr retrieval (append (car (getr params)) (getr retrieval) ))
(setr operation 'yesno)
(to s/end) ))
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(s/wh-

;wh- {num-field}
(push num-field t

(setr retrieval *)(te e/wh—>>
;wh— {alpha-field}
(push alpha—field t

(setr retrieval *)(te e/wh->>
;wh— be
(cat ident t(te e/wh-/be>>
;wh- do(te (S/wh-/be)(eguel (r¤<>t—¤f (gew *>> 'd¤>>>

(s/wh-/be

7wh- be|do <cbject>
(push ebject t

(setr params *)
(setr qualificatien

(cond
((and (getr qualification) (cadr (getr params)))

(ccns 'and (getr qua.lification)))
(t (getr qualification))))

(setr qualificaticjn (append (cadr (getr params)) (getr qualification)))
(setr retrieval (append (car (getr params)) (getr retrieval)))(te e/wh-/ebje¤Y=>)

ßwh-be|do(jumpe/wh-/ebjeet t>>

(e/wh-/ebjeet
ii

rwh- be|d¤ {cjbject} <trans-verb>(te (e/end)
(setr fieldname (car

(find—values (find trans (^(root—of (getr *))) field ?x))))
(setr retrieval (list

(cadadar (find mezrber (^(getr fieldname)) file ?x))
'I-I
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(gstr fieldnams)))))

(s/end

ßoptional traili.ng prapositional phrasas(push pp t
(satr qualification

(cord
( (ard (getr qualification) (gatr *))

(oons 'and (gstr qualification)))
(t (gatr qualification))))

(sstr qualification (appard (gstr *) (getr q¤alification)))
(to s/ard))

;axd of santanoa
(jump s/ppst t

(setr filanamss
(get—filanamss (apperd (gatr retrisval) (gatr qualification))))

(satr join
(oord

((m1ll (odr (gstr filenamss))) nil)
( (setr fromfiald

(car (fird-values (fird from—file (^(car (gatr filanames)))
to-file (^(cadr (gatr filanamss)))
from-·fisld ?x) ) ))

(list
(car (gstr filanamss))
'I-I
(getr fromfield)
(cadr (gatr filanamss))
'I·I
(car (fird—values (fird from-file (^(car (gatr file.namss)))

to-file (^(cadr (gatr filanames)))
to-field ?x) ) ) ))

( (satr fromfiald .
(car (fird—valuss (fird from-file (^(cadr (gstr filanamas)))

to-file (^(car (gatr filanames)))
fm-field ?x) ) ))

(list
(cad: (gstr filanames))

”

'I-I
(gstr fromfisld)
(car (gstr filsnamas))
'I·I
(car (find-values (find from—fils (^(cadr (gatr filanamss)))

to-file (^(car (gstr filanamss)))
to—fiald ?x) ) ) ))(t '(srr¤rIIII>I
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(S/mst
:post—p:ooess registers
(pop (post-process (get: retrieval) (get.: qualification)

(get: operation) (get: join)) t))

(num—field

ßmmzeric field name
(to (num-field/end)

(member
(:oot—of (add: phrase *))
(find-values (fi.nd type numeric member ?x) ))

(set: numfield (list
(cadadar (find member (^(getr phrase)) file ?x))
'I-I(get: phrase) I I)

mumeric field synonyms
(to (num-field/end)

(member V(set: field-name (car (find-values
(find synonym (^(:oot—of (add: phrase *))) field ?x))))

(find—values (find type numerio member ?x) ))
(set.: numfield (list

(cadadar (find member (^(getr field-name)) file ?x))
'I-I
(get: field-name) ) ))

maybeaphraseratherthanawoxd
(to (mm1—field) t

(add: phrase *) ))

(num—field/end

mumeric field o: synonym found V(pop numfield t))

(key—field

;key field name
(to (key-field/end)

(member
(:oot—of (add: phrase *))

I
I
I
II
I
I
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(find-values (find file- (find key ?x))))
(set: keyfield (list

(cadadar (find key (^(get: ph:ase)) file ?x))
'I·I(get: phrase) > ))

zkey field synonyms
(to (key-field/end)

(member
(set: field-name (car (find-values

(find synonym (^(:oot-of (add: phrase *))) field ?x))))
(find-values (find file- (find key ?x) ) ))

(set: keyfield (list
(cadadar (fi.nd member (^(get: field-name)) file ?x))
'I-I
(get: field-name) ) ))

smaybeapkxraseratherthanaword
(to (key-field) t

(add: phrase *) ))

(key-field,/end

ßkey field o: synonym found<p¤p keyfield ’¤>>

(alpha-field

:alphanumeric field name
(to (alpha-field/end)

(member
(root-of (add: *))
(find-values (find type alphanumeric member ?x) ))

(set: alphafield (list .
(cadadar (find member (^(get: phrase)) file ?x))
'I·I(get: 1¤1*¤=eee>>>>

;alphanume:ic field synonyms
”

(to (alpha-field/end)
(member

(set: field—na.me (car (find-values
(fi.nd synonym (^(:oot—of (add: phrase *))) field ?x))))

(find-values (find type alphammxeric member ?x) ))
(set: alphafield (list

(cadadar (find member (^(getr field-name)) file ?x))
'I-I
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(getr field-name))))

;maybeaphraserathe.rthanaword
(to (alpha-field) t

(addr phrase *) ))

(alpha-field/end

:alphanumeric field or synonym found
(pop alphafield t))

(bool-field

rboolean field name
(to (bool—field/end)

(membe.r
(root—of (addr phrase *))
(find-values (find type boolean member ?x) ))

(setr boolfield (list
(cadadar (find member (^(getr phrase)) file ?x))
'1·1
(getr phrase)

"¤r¤@>>>
;boolean field synonyms
(to (bool-field/end)

(member
(setr field-name (car (find-values

(find synonym (^(root-of (addr phrase *))) field ?x)))) 1
. (find—values (find type boolean member ?x) )) ,

(setr boolfield
(list(cadadar(find member (^(getr field-name)) file?x))'1·1

.
(getr fie.ld—na:me) 1

'true)))maybeaphraseratherthanaword
”

1(to (bool-field) t ’
(addr phrase *) )) 1

(bool—field/end 1
;boolean field or synonym found 1(pop boolfield t))

1

1
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i

(max—adj

maximizing adjective
<t¤ (add/and) _ _

(member (:oot—of (add: adj-name *)) (find-values
(find field- (find max-adj ?x))))

(set: field-name (ca: (find-values
(find max-adj (^(:oot-of (get: adj-name))) field ?x))))

(set: retrieval (list
(cadadar (find member (^(getr field-name)) file ?x))
'I-I
(get: field-name) ) ))

maybeaphraseratherthanaword
(to (mx-adj) (add: adj-name *)))

(min-adj

;mi1·1imizing adjective<t¤ (add/end) _
(member (root-of (add: adj-name *)) (find-values

(find field- (find min-adj ?x))))
(set: field-name (ca: (find-values

(find min-adj (^(:oot-of (get: adj-name))) field ?x))))
(set: retrieval (list

(cadadar (f:Lnd member (^(get: field-name)) file ?x))
'I·I
(get: field-name) ) ))

;maybeaphrase:·athe:tI1anaword
(to (min-adj) (add: adj-name *)))

(adj/end I

;adjective found
(pop :et:ieval t))

(object

;object may be a field name
(jump object/field t)

;object may be a phrase
(jump object/phrase t))

I
I
I
I
III
I
II I
I
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”

(object/phrase

:p:eceding determine:
(cat det t

<’¤¤ ¤bi@¤¤>>
;data file names
<'¤¤ <¤bi@<¤;/end) ‘

(set: filename
(ca: (membe: (:cct-cf (add: object-name *)) (find-values

(find class filenames membe: ?x)))))
(set: :et:ieval (append (get: :et:ieval) (list

(get: filename)
'I·I
(ca: (find-values (find file (^(get: filename)) key ?x)))))))

rfile name syncnyms(‘¢¤ <¤bi@<=$/~=-md)
(set: filename

(ca: (find-values
(find syncnym (^(:cct—cf (add: cbject—name *))) file ?x))))

(set: :et:ieval (append (get: :et:ieval) (list
(get: filenazre)
'I·I
(ca: (find-values (find file (^(get: filename)) key ?x)))))))

;alpha.nume:ic data field values
(tc (cbject/alpha—value)

(set: field-name (ca: (find-values
(find value (^(:cct—cf (add: cbject-name *))) field ?x))))

(set: qualificaticn
(ccnd

((get: qualificaticn)
(ccns 'and (get: qualificaticn)))

(t (get: qualificaticn)))) .
(set: qualificaticn (append (list

(cadada: (find menbe: (^(get: field·name)) file ?x))
'I·I(get: field—name) _
(:cct—cf (get: cbject—name)))
(get: qualificaticn) ))

(set: :et:ieval (append (get: :et:ieval) (list
(cadada: (find membe: (^(get: field·name)) file ?x))
'I·I
(get: field—name) ) ) ))

rcbject may be a ;*:h:ase :athe: than a wcm

I
I
I
I
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'
(to (object:/ph:ase) (add: object-name *)))

(object:/alpha-value

;<alpha-va1ue> <alpha-field>
(push alpha-field t

(Qual (get: field-name) (set: fie1d—·name—1 *))
(to czbject/alpha-field))

;<alpha—va1ue>
(jump object/end 1:))

(object/alpha-field

:<alpha—value> <alpha-field> <data-fi1e>
(push cbject t

(set: pa:ams *)
(set: 1:·et:ieval (append (ca: (get: pa:ams)) (get: :et:ieva1)))
(tc: object/end))

;<a1pha-va1ue> <alpha-field>
. (jump ebject/end t)) «

(ebject/field

;alphanume:ic data field names & synonyms
(push a1pha—field t

(set: :et:ieva1 (append (get: :et:ieval) (get: *)))
(to object/end))

;boo1ean field names & syncnyms
(push bool-field t

(set: qualification ·
(cond

((and (get: qualification) (get: *))
(cons 'and (get: qua1ification)))

(t (get: qualificaticn)))) .
(set: qualificaticn (append (get: *) (get: :et:ieva1) ))
(to object/est))

;supe:lative f¤:m of adjective
(push max-adj t

(set: qualification
(cond

((and (get: qualificaticn) (get: *))
(append (get: qualification) '(a.nd)))
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(t (get: qualification))))
(set: qualification (append (get: qualification) '(g:eatest) ))
(set: qualification (append (get: qualification) (get: *) ))
(to object/est))

;supe:lative form of minimizing adjective
(push min-adj t

(set: qualification
(oond

((and (get: qualification) (get: *))
(append (get: qualification) '(and) ))

(t (get: qualification))))
(set: qualification (append (get: qualification) '(least) ))
(set: qualification (append (get: qualification) (get: *) ))
(to object/est))

;key field names & synonyms
(push key-field t

(set: :et:ieval (append (get: :et:ieval) (get: *)))(‘¢¤ ¤bj@¤¤/end) ))
(object/est

:<supe:lative> <object>
(push object t(Set" PamFS.*) .(set: qualification

(cond
((and (get: qualification) (cad: (get: pa:ams)))

(oons 'and (get: qua.lification)))
(t (get: qualification))))

(set: qualification (append (cad: (get: pa:ams)) (get: qualification)))
(set: :et:ieval (append (ca: (get: pa:ams)) (get: :et:ieval)))
(‘¤¤ ¤bj@—¤¤/@¤d) )>

(object/end
n

;object found
(pop (list (get: :et:ieval) (get: qualification)) t)) .

(action

;"what|which"
(w:d (what which) t

(to action,/what))

;"hmv"
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(wrd (how) t
(to action/how))

;request-type phrase
(push request t

(to action,/request) ))

(action/what

;wh? <object>
(push object t

(setr params *)
(setr qualification

(oond
((and (getr qualification) (cadr (getr params)))

(cons 'and (getr qualification)))
(t (getr quaJ.ification)))_)

(setr qualification (append (cadr (getr params)) (getr quaJ.ification)))
(setr retrieval (append (car (getr params)) (getr retrieval)))
(liftr operation 'list)
(to action,/end) ))

(action/how
I

;how manyimuoh
(wrd (manyemuch) t

(to action/how/many) ))

(action/how/many I

:how manylmuch <object> j
(push object t

(setr params *) ·
(setr qualification I

(cond
((and (getr qualification) (cadr (getr params))) ,

(cons 'and (getr qua;Lification))) ~
(t (getr qualification))))

(setr qualification (append (cadr (getr para.ms)) (getr qu.a.lification))) l
(setr retrieval (append (car (getr params)) (getr retrieval)))
(liftr operation 'count)
(to action/end) )) I

(action/request I

n

V
i
ü
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;preceding determiner
(cat det t

(to action/requeSt))

;<request> {the} number|amount|quantity
(cat quantity t

(to action/amount))

(jump action/of t
(liftr operation 'list)))

(action/amount

;<request> the number of
(wrd (of) t

(liftr operation 'count)
(to action/of)))

(action/of

;<request> the number of <object>
(push object t

(setr params *)
(setr qualification

(cond
((and (getr qualification) (cadr (getr params)))

(cons 'and (getr qualification)))
(t (getr qualification))))

(setr qualification (append (cadr (getr params)) (getr qualification)))
(setr retrieval (append (car (getr params)) (getr retrieval)))
(to action/object))) {

(action/object ü {
;<request> the number of <cbject> whichlwhoithat {
(cat relclause t

(to action/en))) . Y
I

(action/end I

7end of action phrase I
(pop (list (getr retrieval) (getr qua1ification)) t))I

(request ,

I

I
I
I
I
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;"diSplay"
(wrd (display) t

(to request/display))

;"give"
(wrd (give) t

(to request/give))

;"t&ll"
(ward (tell) t

(to request/tel1))

(jump request/tell/me *2))

(request/display
;"disp1ay all"
(wrd (all) t

(tc request/e1·1d))

;'fdisplay"
(jump request/end t))

(request/give

;"give me"
(wrd (me) t

(to request/give/me) ))

(request/give/me

;"give me all" -
(wrd (all) t(*2¤ request/@¤d))
;"give me" .(jump request/epd t))

(request/tell

vltell mall
(wrd (me) t

(to request/tell/me) ))

)
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(request/tell/me

;{tell me} wh?
(cat wh- t

(to request/what) ))

(request/what

;{tell me} wh? be
(cat ident t(t¤ rsqusst/shdm

(request/end

;:equest phxase found(ppp Hil ’¤>>

(Pp
ßpreposition .
(cat prep t(h¤ pp/prsp> >>

(pp/PIEP
;nume:ic field o: synonym
(push num—field t

(set: :et:ieva.l *)
(‘¤¤ pp/¤um)>

;boolean field o: synonym
(push bool-field t

(set: :et:ievaJ. *)
(‘¤¤ pp/s¤d>>

rcoxrpaxator
h

(push ¤¤=¤p t n(set: retrieval *)(tp pp/¤¤¤p>>
:t:y options which pemit a preceding determine:(jump pp/dsc t>>
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(pp/¤¤¤¤p
;<p:eposition> <compa:ato:> <rxume:ic>
(push num-field t

(set: :et:ieval (append (get: *) (get: :et:ieval)))
('¤¤ PP/<=‘-hd) I)

(pp/hum
;p:eceding "cf"
(wrd (of) t(t¤ pp/¤um>>
;"<p:eposition> <¤ume:ic-field> {of} <ccmpa:ato:>
(push ¤¤mp fs

(set: petrieval (append (get: :et:ieval) (get: *)))(tp pp/end) >>

(pp/dst
;p:eced.ing detemnine:
(cat det t(tp pp/ds<=>>
;alphanume:ic data field values(pp (pp/value) _

(set: field-name (ca: (find-values
(find value (^(:~oc>t—of (add: object-name *))) field ?x))))

(set: :et:ieval (list
(cadada: (find member (^(get: field-name)) file ?x))
'I-I I
(get: field-name)

(mot-of (get:cbject-name)))));supe:lative

fom of maximizing adjective
(tp (pp/ms><sstI _ _

(membe: (mot-of (add: object-name *)) (find-values _
(find field- (fird max-adj ?x))))

(set: field-name (ca: (find—values
(find max-adj (^(:oot-of (get: object.-name))) field ?x))))

(set: est-name (list
(cadada: (find membe: (^(get: field-name)) file ?x))
'I·I
(get: field-name) ) ))

;supe:lative form of minimizing adj ective
III

II I
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(to (pp/minest)(member
(roct—of (addr cbject-name *)) (find—values

(find field- (find min-adj ?x) ) ))
(setr field-name (car (find—va.lues

(find min-adj (^(root-of (getr object-name))) field ?x))))
(setr est-name (list

(cadadar (find member (^(getr field-name)) file ?x))
'I-I
(getr field-name) ) ))

;may be a phrase rather than a single word
(tc (pp/det) t

(addr ¤bject—name *) ))

(pp/value

;<‘preposition> {art} <alpha-va.1ue> <alpha-field-name>
<*=¤ (pp/end)

(equal (getr field-name) (setr field-name-1 *)))

;<prepositicn> {art} <alpha-value> <syn¤nym>(t¤ (pp/end)
(member

(root-of (addr synonym-name *))
(find-values

(find field (^(root—of (getr field—name))) syncnym ?x))))

;<‘preposition> {art} <aJ.pha-va.lue><j¤¤¤p pp/end ‘¢>>

(pp/maxest

;<preposition> {art} <superlative> watching field>
(push num-field t ·

(Qual (root-of (getr est-name)) (root—cf (setr retrieval *)))
(setr retrieval (append 'greatest (getr retrieval)))
<*=¤ pp/~==¤d> >>

(pp/minest

7<preposition> {art} <superlative> watching field>
(push num-field t

(Qual (r¤ot·of (getr est—name)) (root-of (setr retrieval *)))
(setr retrieval (append 'least (getr retrieval) ))<‘<=¤ pp/end) >>

_ _ _ _
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(pp/end
Iend of prepositional phrase
(pop retrieval t))

(ccmp
Ioptional oomparative phzase
(push comparator t

(setr comp-phrase *)(tp ¤¤¤p/phraS@>>
;otherwise, comparator is "equals"(jump ¤¤mp/phrase t(Se-tr ¤<mp-phmse '(=>>>>

(¤¤mp/phrase
Inumeric field or value
(push number t

(setz: comp-phrase (append (getr comp-phrase) (getr *)))
(to comp/number)))

(comp/number

I<oomparator> <number> <unit-of-measure>(‘¤¤ (¤¤¤p/units)
(member

(root.-of (addr unit-reg *))
(find-values (find field- (find unit ?x)))))

I <units> may be a phrase ~
(to (oomp/number) t

(addr unit-reg *))

I <comparator> <number> ,(jump <=¤mp/epd ’<=>>

(comp/units

I<oomparator> <number> <unit—of-measure> max-adj>
(push max-adj t(tp ¤¤¤p/E-ud>>

l
* l
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;<oomparator> «1umber> <unit—of··measure> of
(wrd (of) t

(to comp/units/of))

:<oc1mparator> <number> <unit—of-measure>(im ¤¤¤¤p/end t>>
(comp/units/of

:<oomparator> <number> <unit-of-measure> of <num—field>
(push mmxfield t(t¤ ¢¤1¤p/9¤d)))

(¤¤r¤p/end
rend of oomparative phrase(p¤p <=¤¤¤p-phrase ‘c>>

(number

mumber
(to (mzmber/end)

(isnumber (ezqalode (setr numeric *)))
(setr numeric (list (getr numeric))))

mumeric field or synonym
(push num—field t

(seu numeric *)
(to number/end) ))

(number/end
(pop numeric t)) »

(oomparator

;preceding "not" or "no"
U

(cat neg t
(setr negate (not (get: negate)))
(to ccmparator))

;"greater" or "more"
(wrd (greater more) t

(to oomparator/more))
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(wrd (less) t
(to comparator/less))

(wrd (eq¤¤l> t
('¤¤ <=¤r¤par¤’¤¤r/eq¤¤l>>

;"at"
(wrd (at) t

(tc ccmparatcr/at)))

(ccsmparator/more

;"{no|not} greater than" or "{nc|not} more than"
(wrd (than) t

(cond((q@-tr ¤@qa’¤@> (Sehr Symb¤l '(<=>>>(t (sétr Symb¤l '(>>>>>(to ccmparater/end)))

(ccmparatcr/less

;"{not|no} less than"
(wrd (than) t

(ccmd((g¤tr ¤eq¤‘¤@> (Sehr $Ymb¤l '(>=>>>(t (sétr S1/mb¤l'(<)>>>
(to ccmparatcr/end) ))

(¤¤mparat¤r/@q¤¤l ‘
;ll{¤Ot} ätlal toll
(wrd (to) t ·

(cond((q¤¤r ¤¤aa’¤@> (setr Symb¤l '(<>>>>(t (sétr Symb¤l '(=)>>>(to ccmparator/end))) .

(ccrrparator/at
;"{not} at least"
(wrd (least) t

(ccnd((<;@’¤r ¤@qat@> (setr Sy¤*b¤l '(<>>>(‘¤ (setr Sy¤¤¤¤l '(>=>>>>(to ccmparatcr/end)))
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(ooxuparator/erxi
;pop symbol<p¤p Sv¤1b¤l 1:))
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APPENDIX D: The Lexicon

The original lexicon is quite small, reflecting the fact

that context—specific terms are not known until interview

process. The following terms constitute the permanent

part of the lexicon which was used in the demonstration

program:

(a (wmv · @*1)))
(ah (wmv · @t)))
(The (wmv · @*1)))(ef (wmv - ¤¤e;>)))(et (wmv- pres>)))
(rer (wmv- 1¤rep)))
(1-{1 (wmv- 1rep)))(**1*111 (wmv- prm>)))
(bv(wmv(be

.he)(daae.jpmah)
wma (Omgy. xmnd (mmc.he)(daae.(au

(Omgy. mmac)(nmc.be)(¤aae.Oms
.he)(daae. pmcß)

Oman (Omgy. umnd (mmc .he)(¤ame. pmxpß)(cb(dma
(Odmy(.v)(nmc .do)(daae. gmaß)

(dui Qcdy*.v)(mmc .do)(dase. pmch)
(dma (Omgy. pmxpß)
(hrrber (wmv- qreht-}‘¤v)))
(em¤¤¤*;(wmv(qmhtrbv(wmv- q—e¤¤tv)))
(*1111*1 (wmv · *11-)))
(where (wmv- wh—)))
(wheh (wmv - *11-))) ·
(*119 ((<1mv·*11-)) (wmv- Iel¤l¤¤Se)))
(which ((ctgy . relcJ.aLae)))
(dmc Mcqy(.näcLmaeM)(re (wmv- hm)))
(¤¤*1 (wmv · he¤;)))

112
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APPENDIX E: Post-Processor Source Listing

The demonstration program includes a post—processor which

converts the intermediate-language registers into a set

of formal queries. This code is the only section which

is specific to a particular query language.

;u;>haelofpc¤:pcme;¤ •' ··«2ma1pmx1x¤:ss(naxuwalqu£4fu2mux1qxmmu¤n3oun
Qmqnc'Txnhams<mfnäpsu2s9W
Qx1¤:(cxu11ß))
(pdnc" nmziaml:")qmmrznazicml)

Iqmüdfuznucz")

·gpaz¢mcu ")

jouu M
(pqnc3ouQ·
Q;dnc(aädi1DM
(p¤nc(acu11ßM
(säqIune¢umxm<M
uasüäzmats

ümxge(gaßfikmamszumrüaal)(garfikmamscmahüäcmjonm)
(qxd<§2me¤ams<;mluhc&¤rn)
cecrscuzmams(gärtmmüamäsnäzüaab qcxaütnjoün)

(cäunusesuäxmats Uähaameüiän
(cmd

(@mLLf£kmamrlEm)rul)(t

(sxqlinanwcer(+1QUmequmxmß
(sc:(cu:£üemme4ds© lürrnxmem
gmürzlhrrnzmsr)

II)
Qmnnc kzrzülarmeéüstm
qxi¤:(axiiJß)) IQmesxmzmams(cä·üde¤melkmM)M

113
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I.14

;ge1·xexatestate1er1tswhici1q.1ali.fyt11ed1¤s«e:1 files
(öefun q.1al-statersxms (qxalificatim)

(cad
((11ull rail)
((eq.1al (car q.1al1.f1.cat.1¤·1) 'greatest)

(p1:1.1: (+ 1 I.1.11e—¤ux1be1:))
(pm.1: ". @EA'I'£SI‘ = O")
(prir: (ascii•10))
(prir: (+ 2 1.1.1e-mmbe.1:))
(pur: ". FCR ALL REGCB IN ")
(prir: (eval. (mdr qualifimtic11)))
(pxir: (ascii 10))

" E II)
· • •

(prir: (rzthelau 4 q.1al1ficat.1.¤1))
(pru: II-IEN")
(prir: (ascii 10))
(IIQIIZ " ")·
QQIQIB (rrtheleu 4 q.1al.1.f1cat:.¤n))
(pur: 10)) •(setq 3 lJ.l'E'I'l.]II&L‘))
(pr.11: l.1IE"I'I..II'l§)
(QIÜIC °'. FIND ALLREIIRIB IN ")
(pci.1: (eval (cach: q.1alificatic11)))
(set (cadr qual1.fic:·1ticr1) I.i1:—111m·be1:)
(pzir: " EIRWHLCI-I ")
(purir: (11ths.1eu 4 q1alifi.catica1))
(prir: " = ')
(prix: (ascii 10)) _ I e

((eq„1al (car q1al.1.f1c:atim) 'least)
(p1'1.1: (+ 1 I.ms-1¤.mber))
(pur: ". %LEASI‘ = O")
(pxir: (ascii'10))
(pair: (+ 2 lme-mm·be1·))
(pxtu: ". FCR ALL REJCI@ DI ")
(prir: (eval.(csd1: q¤alifimt.ic11)))
(prix: (ascii 10))II E N) .(p1:i1·: (rrthelen 4 cpaI..1.ficati¤n))
(EILÜIIZ " < %LE2ßSI’ '1I—EN") .
(prir: (ascii 10))

(rrthelem 4
10)) n(setq (+ 3 ].lIE'I'!.1I!tEL"))

(pair: line-11.11rbe1:)
(pr.11: ". KIND ALL REIIRES IN ")
(FECÜC (eval (cad: qualificati¤·1)))
(set (cad: quzalificatim) 1.11:-rimw)



u
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(mim " FCR WHIHI ")
(mim (ntheleu 4 q.1alificat.icx1))II=(mum

(ascii 10)) . _ _

(t
(q.1al (c1·1d.·2x:Hx· q.1alificat.ion)))

(setq ].i.r.¤e-r1u.mbe1:· (+ 1 ljIEI'1J1T%'))
(mim line-amber)
(mim ". END ALL REIIZRIIS IN ")
(mim (eval (ea; cpalificat:.im)))
(set: (car: q.1al1f1.cat.1.m) line-ruurber)
(mim " Fm WHIH-I ")
(mim (ntheleu 3 q.1alifioat:ion))UU UI) . . U(pxzum (ntheleu 4 q.1al;.fication))

II UI) •
· '(mim (rzthelem 5 q.1al1.fi¢¤t:im))

(mim (ascii 10)) _
· ·(q.1al (cidididr qualificat1¤1)))))

;gem~:u:ate xetzieval stahereuit
(defun xet::—stateruents (fieldrames operation join)

(ocrd
((eq.1al qzexaticn °list) (lisbstateuart fieldnaxrm join)) e
((eq1al cpexatim 'ciunt:) (§1I'fCj<?iI'1)) . I((eq.1al 'total) (total-stabarait join))
géeqaal opexatim 'yesno) join))

(mim "L'L1egal value in qaexaticn 1:eg;i.stex“)
(mim (ascii 10)))))

:gene1ate:·et¤:i.evals12tau¤‘:t:ifc;>e:aticx1islist:
(defun list-stzateuent (fieldnames join)

(ocrxi
((nu.1ll fieldnaxrs) nil)(’¤ ‘

(mim (+ 1 1i.ne-r1¤urbe1:))(cxni • •((¤¤1l_J¤m>
(mm ". FCR EHI REIIBD LN ") ~

(t
(mim line—¤.mber))

(mlm ". EQEHIREIIHDDI ")
(mim (eval.(nthelan 4joi1‘1)))
(mim (asc; 10))
(mim " HR EH-I REIIZRD DI ")
(p-eine (eval (¤ar i¤5¤>>>(mim " FCR WI-EHI ")
(mim (miieleu 6 join))

_ _ 1 _ _
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" = II)
· '

·
(mim_(r1t:he1en 3 jo1n))))

(mim (ascii 10))
(mim " ·ER1NI‘ ")
(mim_(car fie1dnames))
(&dT1J.t.1.C!'Bl*I'ECI (@1: f1eldna¤m)))))

;gemex·atet1‘1erestoft1‘1ere¤ieva1 sta1¤e1entifc;_:¤ex'aticx·1islist
(defun a:3ditima1·zet:r (fieldraxres)

(ocrxi
Eémll fieldnames) (mim (ascii 10)))

(}I|Z].1:'C·(®I' fl€lÖ'1EI!§)2
(adiit.icra1.-retr (cd: fieldnames)))))

;gene1:·ate zetncieval staterait if cperaticn is count
(deüm oc.u·rt—stateua1t (join)

(mim (+
1(ccrd<(¤¤Jl_J¤m>

(mim ". mm? (IHN? m ")
(mim 1ine—¤.m·ber)

(t
(mim (ascii 10)))

(mim ". FCR EAG-I REIIRD m ")

(mim (ascii 10))
(mim " HZEN? CIIJN? m ")
(mim (eval (nthelen 4j¤.iI1)))
(mim" FHQWI-HCH ")
(min: (ntheleu 6 join))II = II)

· I(mim (ntheleu 3 jo1n)))))

rgenerate retzzieval smterent if cperaticn is total
(defun total-statenent (fie1.dr·arres join)

(mim (+ 1 ))
(m':V.m ". %I¤IiAL = 0")
(mim (ascii·10)) .
(mim (+ 2 1.1.ne-r¤.m·bex))
(cad •<<¤¤1l_i¤¤¤>

(mim ". EUR EACH REIIRD m ")

(mim (ascii 10))

(t
(mim " %‘IUIAL= %I¤IAL"))

(mim ". Fm EAG-I REIIRD IN ")
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(pxirt (sva.1•(nt.hslau 4 join)))
(prirt (ascii 10))
(pnrt " FCR Ed·I REIIZRD IN ")(pr«i¤= (eval (wr i¤5¤>)>(puczut " FCRWI-Ed-! ")
(pritt (nthalau 6 join))

= II) • .(prirt (nthsiau 3 jo1n))
(pzgrt (ascx.1 10))
(przut " %IUEL = %‘I¤IAU')))

(actliticral-total fia1dnamas))

;gans:ataz·astofrat:iava1stata11a11ti.fc;:axat.i.¤·1istoba1
(dafun additicnal-total (fieldramss)

(ocrxi
((111].1 fialdnamss)

(prirt (ascii·10))
(prirt (+ 3 11112-mmba::))
(pzart '°. %'I¤EL")

(t
(part (ascii 10)))

" + II)
.(p¤rt_(cm• fl€ldhEI\'§))·

(aczkiiticral-total (cxir f1slc3na1r¤t)))))

ßgansxats rstzxisval stataxsrrt is qaaration is yam
(defun. (join)

(pmrt (+ 1 1:ms-¤u:rba1·))
(oczxi n Uééflllll jo1n) t)

(prirt ". EUR Ed-I REIIRD IN")
(pxixt (sva1·(rrt:halau 4 join)))
(pztizt (ascii 10))
(pmrt " FJND ALLREICIZRB IN")(präre (eval (wr i¤i¤>>> (
(pmurt " ECRWHICH ")
(pxirt (nthslau 6 join))II = II) n ·(print (m·hs1au 3 join)) .
(pztirt(prirt

(+ 2 1.ms-mm·bs>.z:))
(sstq (+ 1 line-¤.mbe::))))

(prirt ". IF CI1INI‘ IN ")
(prixt liIE"l'1JI\'£')

II = QIHHII)
(pzqrt (asca.1 10))
(Wart II lmlll)
(pzjrt (ascii 10))

b
a
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(yam (ascii 10))

(yam (ascii 10))
(yam" QIDIF")
(yam (ascii 10)))

:ma1:gestw¤list's„t¤g¤t1aar,1:ar¤virgthe(defunmaxge
(1sl:1 lsP:2)

(card
((1-11111 lSl'.'L) 1sL·2)
((111111 1st2) lsb!.)
((ma1bar (car lstl) lst:2) (I1EJ:ga(¤.'1rlstl) lSt2))
<'¤ (mw <¤dr lstl) <¤¤¤S (var lsb-l) lS‘¤2)))))

;geGa1ist:c>ffila1amesst¤x·adimaragiste=.r
(defumgat—f5J.e1·1a1x2s (register)

(:::1:1((mull
ml)

ml)
(cm: <¤lr r¤;¤S¤¤r))))

(t (gat—f1la‘1am<as (cd1:rag:P.star)))))

;ge‘L'salist:offieldma1¤essc¤:adima:agistar
(—fi6=.ldr1a1r)s(:agista:·)

((mull ml)
(get:-fialdmamss (cdr mg1.ste1·))))

(tz (g¤P:—f1eldma¤2s (<1i1:::agast:s.r)))))

:gatsalist:cffiJ.a'amasst¤xadi11aragistar
(defumget—file:·1ax1·es (register)

(cad((mu11 mil) _
<<¤¤l-l <¤drr¤q¤S*;¤—r)) ml)
<<@q¤¤l<¤adljr¤q¤S¤@=r) jP—P) _ _

<¤m=a¤_<l-lsb (mr mgl-·¤*9¤r)) <<;¤t—fll@m¤mS <¤¤lr r¤;¤Smr)))) .
(t (get-filaaams (cash: mg1star)))))
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APPENDIX F: Sample System Output

The following shows a sample transcript of a session with

the example natural language understanding program

developed in conjunction with this paper. The system

first interviews the user as to the structure of the

target data bases. It then accepts a series of queries

and displays the intermediate-language registers and the

formal query produced.

The example domain consists of two files: The first is

called PERSONNEL-FILE and consists of employee

information. Synonyms for the file name are EMPLOYEE and

WORKER. Valid corresponding verbs are EXIST and WORK.

The file consists of the following fields:

EMPLOYEE-NAME is the key value of the field. Its synonym

is NAME. It is an alphanumeric field which modifies the

data base file. Since it is an alphanumeric field, the

system must know what data values are contained in the ‘

field. Valid. data ‘values include "John Doe", "James

Smith", and "Bruce Springsteen". ~

EMPLOYEE-AGE is a numeric field which modifies the data

hase file. Its synonym is AGE. Its unit of measure is

YEAR. It has maximizing corresponding adjectives OLD,

AGED, and the frozen phrase "OVER THE HILL". It has a

119
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minimizing corresponding adjective YOUNG. EMPLOYEE-SALARY

is a numeric field which modifies the data base file. Its
synonyms include SALARY and WAGE. Its unit of measure is

DOLLAR. It has maximizing corresponding adjectives RICH
and WEALTHY, and, a minimizing corresponding adjective

POOR. It has a corresponding verb EARN.

EMPLOYEE-DEPARTMENT is an alphanumeric field which

modifies the data base file. Its synonym is DEPARTMENT.
Sample data includes "tax", "accounting", and "data

processing".

IS-MARRIED is a boolean field which modifies the data
base file. Its synonym is MARRIED, and it has a
corresponding verb MARRY.

The second data base file is called INSURANCE—RATES. The

file consists of a list of insurance rates given an
employee's age. The file includes the following fields:

INSURED-AGE is the key field. It is aa numeric field.

Its synonym is "insured age".

INSURANCE—COST is a numeric field. Its synonym is "whole

life cost". It has a corresponding verb "cost", as in

"How much does an insured person cost (the company)? It
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also has a maximizing corresponding adjective EXPENSIVE,

and minimizing corresponding adjectives INEXPENSIVE and

CHEAP.

Since EMPLOYEE—AGE refers to the same thing as INSURED-

AGE, a link exists between the two data base files. The

link connects INSURANCE—RATES.INSURED—AGE to EMPLOYEE—

FILE.EMPLOYEE-AGE. The link allows the system to answer

queries concerning the insurance rates of individual
employees.

Output from the program follows. Input from the user is

underlined for clarity.

Script started cn Mc:1 Jun 8 10:37:29 1987
==p¤je¤:<kL>==>sm;s
Franz Iisp, Opus 38.79

Icxüngüßliqadumgs l

Ftx1;h21 8 10:37:55 1987

*(^(lcad "lcal"))
[kpdlctü]
Upaiarßacl]
Upaif¤ttkmsJJ
Mpadge¤Em;U
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(mmerber member-)
(class class-)
(SY¤?¤Ym SYT¤¤Y¤*')
(file file-)
(key key-) _(“‘?x‘a‘*J “‘?"‘ad?‘)
(mn-ad] min-ad]-)(type type-)
(field ü.eld—)
(value value-)
(unit unit-)
(trare trans-)
(imxare int:zare—)
(fzcm-file fr:¤m1-file-)
(äun-field üscm-field-)
(to-file to-file-)
(to-field t¤—field—)
[lca:1 pceml]
Enter new database filename cr
ed:D¤1e!Ehtersyr¤‘1ymf¤rpets¤1rel.-fileoz·e·d:Due!

E1·mtez:syn:x1ymf¤rpe:scr1nel-file¤:·e·d:v:cz:·l<e1:·
Dcre!Ente1:·symnymf¤rpe1s¤·u·el.-fileox·ed:gd
Ehte:·vem:b fdrpexscmel-filecred: exist
Dune!Brte:ve:bDue!

Ehtervez:b fcrpersczrel-filecm·ad: gd
Enter: field name ca:
erd:D¤1e!E1·mtersyr¤1ymfo1:·emplc]1ee—r1ame¤rerd:_n5•i;_me
Dcrel Ehte1:·syr¤·1ymfcxemplcyee-r1ame¤:·e1d:gd
Is this field a key field? y
Dcne! Enterve1:b f¤1:·amplcyee—r1a1mec1•e·d: gd
Is field (A)l{i‘lB., (N)umme:ic, cu: (B)oolean? Q
Dme! Ibathis üeldxmedifyüedatabesefile? (Y/N) y
Due! Enter data value fdr field cr ed: "Jdm Dgejjs
Due! Enter data value fd: field cr ed: "Jarmee Sniim"
Dune!Ermt:e1·datavaluef¤rfieldcz·e‘d:"B:1i¤eDcne!

ErmtexdatavalLef¤:·fielddx·e·d:g·d ·
Enter field namme cr
erd:D:ne!E1·mte1:syr¤·1ymforemplcyee-a¢;¤re·d:g
Dune! Enter synzmym fer employee-am; cz: ed: gi
Is this field a key field?
QEnterverb fc: emplcyee-age dr ad: gd
Is field (A)ld:a, (N)ume1:ic, cz: (B)c:¤lean? Q
Dcre! ErmtertInenameap1:¤pe1;·1zr1itof1measv.1ze¤:·emxi:g
Dme! Enter:t.herexmeap1:·c:perur1i.t¤frmeasx1:e¤:·e1d: gd
Ü1'CEL°ÜBIlEIIEOf&ITEXl.II1lZl1g£'jéC"'elV€OI€’Ii2 gl
D¤1e!Ente1•therermecfa¤exi:uizi„*x;acijec*„.i¤«eoz·em·d:ge•g
Due! Enter die name of a er ad: "cve: ge hill"
Due! Enterthenameofamm·a>cimizii*gadject„iweo:*ed: gd
Ermter the name of a adjective cz: ad: umg
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Dcne! Errt:e1:the¤axrecfaadject.i.ve¤1:ax:1:gxi

Em:e1:·fie1drr=urxe¤:•e:·1:1:D¤1e!B‘rte1:syr¤1;1mf¤:erpl¤re1·d:;·
Dcne!E!1t:ersyr¤·1;zxuf¤rarpl¤rex1:1:@
Dme!Em:e1:syr¤1ymfc1rexplcyee-salarycre1·d:_g;_xi
IsthisfieJ.da}<Ieyfie1.d?;_1
Eht:e:·ve1:bf¤re1plcyee-sala1y¤rezzi:;•Lm
Dune! E¤ta·ve2:i¤f¤re1plore·xi:g_·d
Is field (A)l;1·1a, (N)umeric, cn: (B)o¤lean? _1;1
D¤·1e!Ehterthemmeaprq¤e:r1x1it¤f¤eas•.1ze¤re1·d:do1lar
Dme! Hmerüaermreapmqzerxzxuitefueasxedradzg
Etrrberthenaxrecfauaxinüzhgaijectivecradzii
Dcne! E‘1ter:therxaueofaadjective¤x·e‘xi:v2ealgy
X'E!B’I'CEI'ÜC1SI‘EIIEOf&&ijäY1iVEQI°€Ii!Q'_Ii
EI'!CEI°t]CBI'HIIEOf&iI§£:jätiVEGI'ä'Ü.Z‘
Dme! Ehter’d1eraueofa1ui:1i1¤izirxgadjective¤re·d:g_d

Dcne!Errt:ersyr¤1ymf¤re1pl¤:*e1t1:Dme!
B1t:ersyr¤‘1ymf¤rerpl¤:·ex1i:g;_·d

Is’chisfieJ.da}<eyfi.el.d?;1
EhI;erverbf¤rerpl¤:·er1i:@
Is field (A)l;ha, (N)umex'ic, cr (B)oolear1? g
Dme! l1:6‘c.hisfield¤¤difythedata1¤asefile?(Y/I~I)y
Dme! Er1te1:'datavaluef¤:•fie1dc:·azi:tg< ‘ ‘
Dme!Ehterdataval11ef¤:·fieldorezi:Dcne!

Ehtzerdata value fen: field or ad: "data
Dme!Eh¤erdat2valL1ef¤rfieldox*e*xi:g·c1
Errt;e:·fieldna1re¤z·erzi: is-mrrie:1
D:ne!Errl:e1:•syr¤1yxuf¤1·is-:r1a1‘:·ie<:l¤re‘xi:u1axziei
D:x1e!EIrt:ersyr¤*1ymfo:*is—1r1arried¤re*xi:g_xi
Ist°¤.isfielda}<eyfie1.d?;1
EI'1’CEI°V£fOI'iS'HEII'iEiOI'€IÜ.2lIi
Is field (A)lpha, (Njxmexic, ca: (B)colear1? _l;
Dane! D¤esthisfieldm:difythedatabasefile?(Y/N)yDcx¤e! Emzexfieldrumzecrexiz
Em‘.e:·¤e„vdatabasefile¤a:re¤re1i:i:~sa1z·ar1¤e-1·ates
Dme! E¤te1·syr¤¤ymfcri:s¤1:ame-rates crerd: "irsuzerme rate"
Dme! Ehte1:·syr·¤¤ymfo1:·irsuxa:1::e-1:atesc11:·e1·1·1:;1::1
B'ICä'VE&fOI'I'ä‘lZES<II'€III].2g_‘Li
Erxterfieldnmrecradz irsured-g
Dme! Em:e1·syr¤1ymf¤:·¤:·e1·1i:;¤d F
Ist11isfielda}<eyfield?y
Dme! E'ICEI‘VE¢fGI'ÄIS..IIä.••?OI'€’IÜ.2äÜ
Is field (A)l;ha, (N)uxrexic, cr (B)o¤lear1? ;1
Dme!Eht:e:tHena1reap1:¤pe1•1x1itcf:xeas11x·ec:e1*d:@
B"ICEI"ÜEI1E'IIEOf&jIg£j€CCiVEQI'€I‘XiZäIÜ.
E:·rt:erthe¤axre¤fami:1i1uizi11gadjec*‘„:Lve¤re:1i:;;es_·1j

Dme! B1tex·syr¤1ymf¤r¤re·d: '*«izclej.i;zcxs1·."
Dcx·1e!Eht:e1·syr¤·z;zmfez¤re·xi:_ez:iv.
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l1IE!Ehta';'Sy1'¤1yxuf¤r¤:'a1i:gd
Isthjsfie1daJayf5.ald?;1
E¤t:m:va:bf¤r¤rm1i:ccst

Dane!Isfield(A)l;i·1a, (N)uum:·;ic,¤1:·(B)c¤laan?;1
D‘1B!Ehbatth2rHItBap:'Cp&tL¤'1itOfuEaSL1I'a¤x'ex‘!i:d¤1lax'
D¤·a!E1‘rl:e:‘l:herauaap:¤par1111i.tofuaas11z'a¤:·m‘xi:@

E1·rta:tIa¤auE>.cfa¤a>dmizi1*gaijactiva¤rmr1:D¤·a!Ehbarthera11aofa¤a>d11üz51gadjactive¤rmxi:_g>:_xi
E¤barthe¤a¤aofaminimiz51x;adjective¤:·mzi:Dcxa!
Ehl:art1*1er1a11a¤faadjectivacrm·xi:¤1'E!B‘It2I'Ü1BIEIIEOf&iTQ’3ij&tiVEQI'€Ü.!i'd
E¤t:m:fieldr1a1re¤rmxi:g;n__1i
Ehtm:nmrdaI:abase£ilm¤1a¤r·mxi:g1·_d

ixzsaxzedg

B'1tEL'Ö§CiIB.'CiQ1fjl€OfliI1}CEh£:a:·dst·.ir¤ti¤1field¤flirü<:]XIE!E'ICü'GI'igi1'1fj.l€Cf].jJ1kOI€'H2_@_Ü(t)
mac: 6.83sac gc: 1..56sac

*<^<p¤rS@>>
atmpaxsariraitializatica
(‘l:x:a¤almal==>O<=)

(bagi¤rxi1·1gatstata=>s<=)

laygobay¤x·1alirabyhavi1x;aspacaf¤1i¤»«adby<¤¥>.
'I‘om1ipaxsex,writ2 ^mxi.

=:.<@@S;¢;_.¤¤@s;1 ·
t

!l2~7.Q].£1lS.Lh¥'1E ~
Cartmatsofxagistexs:

xatriaval: (paxscral-file . mcplcyae-rare @scr:¤e1.—f:1J.e . mvplcyä-age)
(pmzscnral-fi1.e . mrplcyee-raarra = Jdm Doc)

q:m:atica·1:list
jc:1n:¤i.l

1.’LEEparsc:mal-f:I.1.e
2.FD¤DAILRExIR¤5INlE¤>„¥H¤{m:;:lc·}*ae-rm:a=Jd—mDce
3.F¤2E1¤~.CI-IREDIIJZ

I
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HZEN1* erployee-¤axraAND axployee—age

validparse or st:ructure>
t
erxi ofparse

(tina (sx.) : => (q:1= 2.200 g¤= 1.633) <=)

=@._¤‘¢E!°l.1€_.Y!jll§.lBT¢¤IT1—.;_€1ccrrtents
of registers:

retrieval: .(pe:sc1·1ral-file . psrsonnel-file . erployee-age)
cpaJ.1.fi.c.•at.1cn: (pers¤1ral—f1le . 1s·na1x1ed = t¤2)
q¤e~:ati,¤n: list
join: ni.1

l. IE pers¤·1nel—file
2. FINDAILREIIZRIS 1ZNlECRI«H1CH lS€THI'JC'i€Ü.=‘¤‘L1B
3. FCR EAG-I REIIIQD 1N 2

PRINTaxployee-ranaANDvalid

parse cu: s@¤ctu:e>
t
end of parse

(tina (sx.) : => (q:u= 4.533 V 0.00) <=)

: ge number _g_f married workars
Otntents of registers:

retriaval: I (per'scr1ne1-f:•.1e . srployae-rana)
qialificatimz (perscnral-file . is-narried = 1::12)
cperatim: ooint
join: nil

1. IE perscnral-file
2. F11~IDALLREII1?IB 11~I1FCRWHI¤-I is-n·arr'ied=@L2
3. PRINT C¤.INI' IN 2 ß

valid parse cu: str1.1ct¤re>
t
erx:1 of parse -

(tina (sx.) : => (cpu= 16.383 go= 5.133) <=)

¥_.t9JlE._WTBtié.Ü.§.._¤mb€F&fVÜ.§§“Bf”xa-2_¤i
cmtents of registers:

rstzcieval: (persmral-file . srployeemana)
(persmral-file . = @.2)

qaexationz odmt
joi.n: nil
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1. IBEpa1·scrna1.-file
2. ElZI~IDA1LREL'IRIB1N1ECRv1I-H¤—Iis-narriad=tx11a
3. IRINI'GI.1NI‘]N2

validpaxaa¤:'stzi1ctLma>
t
axxiofparsa

(tina (sau:.) : => (q:1..·= 3.750 g¤=

0.00)ccrrterxtsofragistéts:
xatriavalz (pa1:s¤1ra1·-file . arployaa—nana)

(gscrnal-file . is—na¤iac1 = trua)
qzaration: list
join: ni.1.

1. IBEpa.1:s¤·n·al-file
2. F11~IDALLREIIRIB1N1FCRI1HICIIis-r:a:i:iad=tx11a
3. FCREACHREIIIQDIN2

E~II'a1ployaa-rana
‘ va1idpa1:sao::·st::x1c£:.1:·-a=>

t
axiofpaxsa

(tina (sac.) : => (q11= 7.900 go= 3.300) <=)

:@@g;lwit11wholalifaocst;sgE;l@st@0c:1o1.1.a1~s„
cmtants ofragistars:

ratriaval: (pa1scnra1.—fi.1a . arployaa-nana)
(irsu:1:arx:a-xatas . >= 100) 1

c.pa1:ati.on: list
join: (i.1·au1:anoa—:a·tas . i1·su:ad—aga pszaonral-fi.la . auployaa-aga)

V1. IBEpars¤nal—fi.le
2. IBE i.raur:ama-rates V3. EINDAILREIIZ1?IZB11*I2E¤2I1~1-I[CI·I>=100
4. FCRECHREBSIDIN1 · 1

F®E=.CHREI¤?D11~I3FCRWHI¤iarployaa-a*;a=irsIx:ad-aga VPE€LNI'arployaa-rana

validpa1:saorst1i1ctI1xa> Vt
smlofpaxsa

V
(tina (sec.) : => (C,;1.I= 28.816 gc= 8.333) <=)

1

1
1
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2;l'_BI1HI'E'_QfWiÜ1.MÄ‘10l€lj.féGEtSQfäClGäSC_:LQOÖOll.äIS
Chttantsofxagiswsz

·xat:1:·.ieYal:.(pezsq11·2l-f1le.a1plo;(ae-ra1re)
: (1.r¤11:ar¤a-·1:ates . 100)

c.parat:i¤·1:o¤1m:
join: (irsuranoa-rates . irsu1:ad—aga pezsomel-file . arployae-age)

1.tBEpa1:s¤1ml-file
2.IBEi1·sm:ama-rates
3.EINDALLREm?11S11~I2FCRv·I-IICTrI>=100
4.FCRE2>LI{RELI12D11~I3
PR11~1I'<II.1I~IT1N1R°R$~E·I[CI1arployea-age=validpa1·seorst:rLx:t:1x·a·>

t
ardofmxse

:@tha:agr_;ywiü1vt1ole1j.faoostsgjg_t1eascgJ_0do11axs
Gammtsofragistasz

xatxieyal: _ (pa1sg¤1·x<al—f1J.e . arplogae-name,)
q.1a1.1.f1.cat1cr1: (zxszrame-xates >= 100)

join: (irsuranoa-·rabas . axsurad-age pazscmnal-fi1.e . arployaa-age)

1.LSEpaxs¤¤1el-file
2.IBEi:¤mar¤a-rates
3.F11~IDALLRE1IR11S11~I2F@V~I-ILICI{>=100
4.FCREACHRE@D1Nl

F11~lDALLR@IB1N3ECR¥~I-IIC1-Iar;¤loyaa-aga=i:s=.1z·od-age
5.IFC1IJNI'IN4=0‘11-IEN

ERINI"I~I>°
ELSE

mIN11"YES'
ENDIF _

vaJ.idpaxsaors::1x:t:1z·e>
1:
aniofpaxse

¢@V.i..$.l9._..¤l&St7¤!Tla...;.€dl¤§·Ä’.19;dätä_..._..xa·t:¤.aval:(gs¤·1re.1·f11a.a:p1cyae-r:a:ra
(paxscxznel-fi1.e . = data. pm·oc<aäi:·g am
pa:s¤u·21.-fi1e.1s-11ar:1ad=‘:.¤:1eard
graatastzpaxmznel-fi1e.arpl¤;yae-agse)
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join: (1.rsur.•a1·1¤a-xats . 1.rsu¤ad—aga paxrscxunel-file . azployee-age)

1.IBEi1·¤1rar¤a—1a:tes
2.I.BEpazs¤n‘2J.—fila
3.FtI1~DAILRHIRl1B11~I2ECRvIiICIIa:p1=datap:ooassi:xg
4.EI1IIlDALLR@1ZS11•I3RRvI-IIC}-Iis-uaxxiad=*¤:11Ia

7.E1ZNDAT.LREIIRIZSl1~I4ECRVII-IIC1{axp1oyaa-age=
8.FCREACHREI¤DIN7

ECREACHREII1?D1I~IlFCRVI1!-{IC!{arp1oyae-age=
PRINI‘arployae-r1a111aAI~1Dva1idpaxsaorst1xx:¤.1:6~>

t
erdofparsa

(time

(soc.);whatg_x_·anaxriadmd.ü1vmo1e1ifeoostsgg_t;leastgJ_Qdo11azs
O¤·1t:entsofragisha1:s:

>=100and

cparahimzlist
join: (irsx11:'ar:2-rates arployee-age)

1.LEEirs.mar¤a-rates
2.IBEpa:s¤·u·1aJ.—fi.le
3.FINDAILREIIRIB11~I1FC&'>.v~I-IICI-I>=1OO
4.EINDALLREII1?IBIN2FCRv~I-IIC1-Iis—x1a:z·iad=t:11e
5.FCRE2ä¤IREIIRDII¢4

FCRE2I¤{R@D1N3FCRWE—IICIIarployee—qe=i11s::ad-a:;a ‘
PRINI‘arp1oyae—ra:re

va1idpa:csao:stxxx:¤1z·e>
t .
adofpaxse

(tina (sec.) : => (cp.1= 11.466 go=

3.383)Ocmzantsofragistezsz
arployee-name)

q.1a11.ficat:.·Lcx·1:r¤.l
cpazatimslist I

I
I
I
I
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joimni.1
1.IBEpe1s¤n·aJ.-file
2.F¤REA¤-IREIIZRDIN1

H2INI‘a1p1¤yaa-naxxa

va1idpax·sa¤:·st::u¤t11x·e=>
t
erdofyaxse

(tina (sec.) :=> (q:1.1= 2.833g¤=1.683) <=)

=gä¢.@¤;e¤.2@gf.1¤.1-2>äM..¤9v&k5;¤.t1.aLta.¤¤..;g;;d¤ar;r¤v¤
WiÜC1_IIl_CIIDIE‘l'h3flL5Q$ll&ISQfMÜDl€lif€GStS
Ccrrtaxitsefragistaxsz

(insuzzaraa-xatas.<=150arxi
paxsmral-f11a.=data)

cparartimzccnrt
j¤in: (i.r¤11•a¤¤a-arata . ixauxad-age paxcacnral.-file . arplcyaa-age)

4.HNDAILRELI1QES1N2FCRvHIC}Iar;11=data;1¤¤¤assi1ug
5.F¤2EA¤{I@2D11‘I3

HZINI‘C¤ZNTIN4EG2WHICI{arplcyaa-aga=i11sL1xad-aga
va1idpa::sa¤rst:L1ct1z:a>
t
axicfparsa

(tina (sec.) : => (q:u= 27.600 gc? 6.816) <=)

=wha..t¤¤r¤@d.;...dat¤.¤r¤...;•@%;;¢•¤¤r.&w=P-r.rbäm;;@>dS‘¤
Ocntarxtscfragistazsz

1at:z·i.ava1:(pa1:sc¤za1-fi1a.arplcyae—r1a1ra '
pa:smral—file.)

(pa1:scma1-fiJ.a.axp1=datapr¤¤assirga1xi
pazscnral-fila.is—1xax::iai=‘trL1a)

cpax:ati.c1n:1.ist
joimni.1

1.L‘S.Epa:s¤'1ral—file
2.FZINDAI.LR@I3I1~I1E®)«I-II¤{arpl=datap1a¤assi„*rg
3.FINDA1LREIIRLB1N2E¤QPü-H¤{is·araxzi6d=t:x1a
4.F¤RE¤.CI-IR@D11~I3

PRINI'arplcyaa-nauaAI~IDarp1cy*it

va1idpa:csa¤rst.·r.«„1c‘:·.„1z·a>

i
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t
erdofpazsa

(tina (sac.) :=>

(Q;Cxzrmazwtsofragistazsz

znil
Qatatimzlist
joir1:n:L'L

1.I;SEpaxscr11·a1-file
2.F¤RE¤¤-IREI¤2D1N1

FR[NI‘a1plcyaa-rana

validpazaaoz·st::1.x:¤1:·e>
t
eniofpaxsa

(tina (sec.) : => (Q; 4.583 gc;

1.683)xatriayalz(paxsmral.-file . arplcyaa-nana)
(gxaatast paxacnral-file . arplcyaa-aga)

Qaxratumzlist
joimnil

IFarplcyaa-aga>I"I!{E!~I
=arpl¤yaa-aga (

4.F1NDAT.LRE1'IRIBIN1FCE1V1I-IICI-Iar;:l¤yaa—a@=

IPRIN1'a1plcyaa-rana

It ‘ 1
axziafpaxaa

(
(tina (sac.) :=> (Q;

I
tkanäqdcllaics
Omteutscfragistazsz

xatriavalz (parsmral-fi.la . arplcyaa-nana) I
(rlxsxraraa-zatas . >500)

1

1
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qseradcmzaamt
jam: (ireuzrarxx-rates . ireured-age pexecxmel-file . arplayee-age)

1.IBEpa:scr1rel-f:i.1.e
2.ISEins1u:arx:e-asatä

va1.idpaxeearstr11ct11ze>
t
erdafpaxse

(due (sec.) : => (q1r= 55.116 ga=

14.833)Gcnterrtsafxegistezsz

(perscnrel.-f1le tax ard

2.EI1~1DALLRELII€E11~I1ECRvI·LLCI{a1pl=ta>< ‘
3.EI1~1DALLREIIZRlB1N2FCRVü·1ICI-Iis-ue1'1'ied=t1‘L1e
4.1ZP<I11NI‘11~I3=O'11-IEN

ER11~1I"I~D'
ELSE

PR11~1I‘°YES'
HELP

validpa:eearstrL1c¤1re>
t
erdafpaxse

(due

(sea.)lifeaasts
Omterrtsafregistezez(pezsgnrel-file . arplayee-raue)

pexscrxrel-fi1e.errpl=‘cax)

jam: persamel.-f1.1e . anplcyee—age)

1.LSEire¤.:rar¤e-rates



I
I

I
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4.F11~IDALLRE¤1?LB11~I2FCRvILL¤{a1pl=tax
5.PCRE2ä¤-IREIIIQDIN4

FII~HDALLRELIRIBIN3FCRvI-1ICIIar;1lcyaa-aga=i1·a'.L1z·ad-aga
6.IFCI11N1*IN5=0'1HEN

HZLN1"I~D'
ELSE

ER11~11*'YES'
ENHLF

va1idpa:aa¤:·stx11c¤.zxa>
t
arxiofpaxsa

(tina (sec.) : => (cgu= 33.300 gc:= 10.366) <=)

=i.S.....‘¤‘r¤¤:¤2._Jdm@;¤._da12@
C.t¤ta11ts¤f:·a;ista:s:

zatriavalz (pax·scx1ral-fila.)
a=datapro::assi1·garxi

pa1:scnral—fila . arployaamana = Jdm Doa)

jcmzml

1.LEEpa:acx1ral-file -
2.F11~1DALLRELIRLB1N1FCRvI-LL¤{arpl=datapxac&irx;

4.IE‘CI1I1~11*1t~I3=0‘11—1EN
PR1NI**I~D'

ELSE
PR1N1*'YES'

ENDIF

validpa1:sac::·st::1x:t11x'e==>
t
erxicfgaxsa

(tina (sec.) : =·> (cpu= 10.266 g¤= 1.683) <=)

=¤@Y@@15.-s1d.:..¤@
Ccrrtantsofxagistazszxatrciaval:

(pa1:scmal—fila . acplcyaa-rana pazaczrzral-file . avplqzea-ag)
(paxacrnal—fila . arplcyae-rana = Jchn Doa)

cpamicmzlist
jcimnil

l.ISEpa:csc¤1'al-file
2.F11~H3ALLEEK£RI31N1F¤RW-H¤-Iarplc:§;aa-1·xa1xa=Jd~.mD¤a
3.EG2E‘¤-IRELHQDINZ

H?'.LN1* arplcyaa-xana AM) axplcyaa-xa
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validpa:'sao1:·st::11c:t:.11:·»
t
arxiofpazsa

(tina (sac.) : => (q11= 2.300 go= 1..700) <=)

=@vn¤:1sz@g.f@;S._Jdm.¤a@
Q:x1tar1ts¤f:agi.sta1:s:

zatriayal: axplcyae-nana pazaanal-file . arplcyaa-aga)
qialifiximz (pa1s¤1raJ.—f1la . arplcyaa-rana = Jchn Doa)
cpazaticnzlist:
joinznil

l.CSEpa1·s¤·11·al-fi.la
2.F1N3AlLRE¤121BINlFCRV~1-H¤{a:plcyaa-¤axra=Jd·mDoa
3.ECREA¤-1RE¤ZRD1N2

HINI‘axplcyaa-rax1aAbIDarplcyaa-aga

validpa1aa¤:st1tx:¤.ma>
t
arxiofparsa

(tina (sac.) : => (cpi= 3.083 gc= 0.00) <=)

¥E.T9Ä-.5.—JdT!§
<1:r1ta¤tsof1:agistm:s:

1:at:1:iaYal: I (pazscrxral-fila . azplcyaaraxxa)
q.1ali.f:1.cat:.1¤n: (paxsc¤ral—f:1.la . arployaarana = Jdm Iba)
qaaraticmz list:
joimrxii.

1..tBEpa1:s¤1x·al-fila
2.FCINDAILRE¤I?I3INlE¤RV~HIGIarplcyaa—¤a11a=JdmD¤a
3. FEEACHREIIZRDINZ

PRINI'a1pl¤yaa-rzarxra '

validpa1:saczrstx1ict1.1x·e>
t
ardcfpaxsa ·

(tina (sac.) : => (cpu= 3.800 gc:= 1..666) <=)

=&¤i.S¤;e;.._¤¤:ri¤1._data1;¤¤§-¤.._.d¤¤¤v¤¤¤=tsvn¤.2:.lEa
Ocrxtautsofragistaza:

ratriaval: (pazs¤'1ral—ü.la . arplcyaamana
O. lpaxsczral.-fila.arplcy) H Iqual1.f1.c¤ti.¤¤: (parscxral-file . atplcy¤t: = d=n:a jsmczassmg ard

pazscrzral-fila . = tzua ard

1
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• • laastpazscmal.-fila.a:ployaa-age)
qaarataaxslist
joimni.1

1.CSEpa:·smra1-fila
2.El1~DALLRK¤¥IB1N1ECRW·H<‘Harpl=datapxooassi:g
3.F11~lI3ALLREI1°BIZSIN2FC1Qv~I-IICI-Iis-nxa1:'ztiad=t111a
4.96LEY-\SI'=O
5.EmAI.LREIIRB1N3

IFa1p1oyaa-aga<96LEsSI"H-IEN%lEPSI'=¤¤1¤l¤y¤===-age
6.FC11~lDAI.LREIIZRESII~I3FCRV~IiICI{ar;¤loyaa—aga=%I.E1¤S1‘
7.F¤RE2¤¤IRE£¤?D1N6

HZINI'a1plc7;zaa-·rarraAI~11Dvalidpa1aaorsl::1x:t11za>
t
eniofpaiaa

(tina (sac.) : => (q11= 55.583 g::= 1.3.716) ¢)

:whatdoaJdm;Iogaam
Ocnbantsofragistazss

xatxtiayal: . (paxamral-file . a:p)
qialificztimz (paxscmal.-f1.1a . arployaa-nana = Jdin Doa)
qaxaticmzlist
joinznil

1.IBEpa1scnra.'L-file
2.E1NDAILRE¤ERIB1N1FCR¥^HIC}{arployaa—r1a1ra=JotmDoa
3.FCRE2>.¤iREII1?DII~I2

ERINI'

va1idpa:aaorstn1ct:.1:·e>
t
erdofmxsa ’

(tina (sc.) : => (q1:= 6.833 go=

1.683)Cxrxtaxtsofragistatss
:at::i.ava.'L:(i:¤z:a1•z:a-:atas.)

(pazscrzral-file . arployaa-rana = John Doa)
cpa•:a'c.ion:to'cal
join: (irau:1·a1·¤a-rates . i.rau:ad—aga pazamral-file . arplcg/aa·—aga)

{1.°LSEi1au1:ar·oa-rates I
2.IBEpar.scm·a1-file {
3.F£MDALLREIEI3D¢2l’<lQE~E-HCEiarplc;«‘aa—r„c*¤:a=Jci·.nDoa {

III
I
I
I
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K

L
L4.%IUIAL=O I

5.F¤RE1A¤IRE¤1QD11¤3
FCREA¤—IRE¤I2D1N1ECRvI1!-IICIi=iraL1xad—aga
%'IUIAL=%IO11AL+

6.Pm~JI'%'I¤IAL

va1idpaxaa¤rst:rLx:tLz:·s=>
t
errlofpaxsa

(tina (sac.) :=> (q:.1= 3.800g¤=1.700) ¢)

:whati_g„aarx·adggJdmgI;a
Cbtaxtscfxagistazsz

(parscxnal-file . arplcyaa-salaxy)
q.1aJ.1.f1cat1¤n: (parxscrnal-file . arployaa-nana = Jchn Doa)
cparatimzlist
joinznil

1.IBEpats¤na1-file
2.FZlN3A1LRE¤°RIB1N1FCRvI-II¤{arp1cyaa—naxxa=JdmD¤a
3.FCRE2äCI-IR@D]1‘I2

HZENI‘

va1idpa1:aa¤1:·stz11ct:11z·e·>
t
exxicfpazsa

(tina (sec.) : => (cp.1= 16.400 gc= 5.100) <=)

=_wf=at1L.S_.Jd*¤¤.;l¤.1@-0¤1ta¤tsof@i.st:a:I:s:
:atz·1aYaJ.:•(pa1·scrnal-fiJ.a.arp) Iq.1a.1i.f1c·aI:1¤1: (parscna.1-file . arployaa-nana = Jdm Iba)
qzaratimzlist
jcainznil I

1.IBEIpaxscma.'I.-fiJ.a
2.FINDALLRE¤ZRES11~I1F@¥^HICI-Ia1;:lcyaa-r.arca=Jd1r1IDc:a _ I

PR1NI‘arpl I

t I
axiofpaxsa E
(tina (sec.) :=>(cp.1=1.2.983<;c„•=3.416)<=)

E
:vIzhatdcasJdm@aaa.m {

I
I
I
I

II
I

L
I
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O:x·d:ar1tscfz·ag:ista:s:
xatriaval: (pa:a¤·1ral·fi1a:)

(paxscnal-fzla . arplcyaamana = Jdm Doa)
cparaumzhst
j¤ir1:r1.i.l

1.IBEpa:s¤·u·al-file
2.FINDAILREIIRIB1N1ECRVH[CHaxplcyaa-¤ana=JdmD¤a
3.F¤RE2¤-IREIHQDJNZ

H=£ENTvalidpa1:aa¤rstx11c£:1:a>
t
arxiofpaxaa

(tina

(sac.)Z}§lIII.Ü1Jd'1I’1§éB¤'1
Ocrrtautsofzagistarsz

1:at¤aval:(pazs¤1r·a1.-f1J.a.arpl)
(pars¤1¤al—fila . axplcyaa—rana = Jchn Dca)

qzazatimztctal
joinznil

1.IBEpa:a¤·xra.l·f5la
2.FINDALLREII12IBINlFG2VI-II¤{arplcyaa-¤a1ra=JdmD¤a
3.%'IOIAL=O
4.F¤QEA¤{REIII2DD¢2
%I¤ExL=%'IUIAL+arpl5.PR1NI‘%‘IUI2>L

validpaxaa¤rst:11ct¤.z:·6>>
t
arxiofparsa

(tina (sac.) :=·> (cp¤= 3.750g¤=1.733) <=)

2&llö.ISJd'H'1_Q_@äU'1
Gmtantsofragistazaz

xa*t:¤.aval: (pazsmral-f;1.la
(paxamral-f1la . arplcyaa-nana = Jdm Lba)

Qaratiaxztclzal
joixxznil

1.CSEpa1a¤·nal-file
2.FZ¤=HJAILRE¤I2IBII~IlFCR¥^I-IICIiarplcyä-r¤a11a=Jd·mD¤a
3.?äIOTAL=O
4.F¤RI-I¤.CI-I@I1?DII~I2

%‘IOI1¤.L=%‘I¤HäL+a·rplc;raa-salazy

N
N



I

I

1.375.HZIN'I‘%'I¤IAI.„ I

va].idpaxsacrstx11c¤.1:·e>
t
erdafpaxse

(tima(sac.) :=>(c.;11=4.450%0.00)<=)

:Lqr1;_@1yc3¢¤1J.a1·s_g§sal@gdoesJdmg_k¤_g6am
<1::·1ta:1t:sof:·a;;ist@rs:

1:aI:r].aYaJ.:_(pazs¤r1al-f1le.a1p)
q.1a].1.f;u2t1¤·1: (pa1:scr1z·e].-f1J.e . arplcyee-name = Jdm Doe)
cparatimztcbal
joimnil

]..IBEpa1:s¤mel—£ile
2•F]NDAILIN”lF$VI']IC}'I€![Jl=Jd]I’1E
3.%IUI2¥L=O
4.FmEA£I—IRED]1~I2
%I¤IAL=%‘IUIAL+arpl5.ER]NI‘%IUIAL

vaJ.idpa:seo:·st¤1c¤.1x·a=>
t
erdcafgzxsa

(ti1tE(sac.):-='>(@1=4.900g¤=l.700)<=)

=.P=9.vm¤1__.d¤@S.ü.¤sT¤ld@S¤¤¤rr*_;@d_d¤¤¤.¤r¤_;•äs;;1:;_@¤m
Gmbautsofragistazsz

arpl)
q1al1f1@l:1<1·1:(pa:scx1m.l—f1le.arpl=dataa11i I

paxscxmel-£i.'Le.is—ua¤·ia<i=trL1ea11i I
n g1:'aatätpa:scmr1=LI.-f1le.a1ployae—age) I

qzarammztctal
Ijcimnil

]..ISEpa1s¤·¤*2l-file
2.F]1~IDAILREIIZRIZSII~IlHRvI-]ICI{arpl=datapz·¤¤s$:Lrr; I5.F®ALLREIIX§BI'N3 IEarplcyee-a;e>]]-IE:]

=arpl¤yae-ga I6.Fi1I~1DA];LRE£¤?ES]IN3EwV~I—I[CI«Ia:;>l¤ya-a.<ge=7.%“IOIAL=0 I8.E¤QE2=.CHREIIRD]N6
I

9.PR'D~II‘%IOIAL I
I

I
I
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i
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valid parse cr st1uc:¤1r·e>
t
erd of parse

(ÜHE (sec.) : => (q¤u.= 19.350 V 5.150) <=)

= ä(e·d am parse:)
exec: 418.61 sec gc: 1.13.75 sec

*(a<it)
No files updated.
= prcject <2:2> => ^D
script bé cnlvbn Jun 8 11:11:44 1987






